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Gallagher’s system and method discloses that wireless mobile device 62 establishes

communication with the wireless communication device 44 and reads the stored paymentfacilitating

information (pg.3, 4] [0037]), any subsequent steps doneby the wireless mobile device 62 are under the

control of the restaurant application (4 [0038]) where the line item details of the guest check can be

programmedinto the data storage of the wireless communication device 44 in step 100 in which case

such data will be read by the wireless mobile device 62 (| [0040)).

Applicant’s argument seems to contradict the claim language as the claims clearly state that the

mobile device captures the data stored on the tag and the captured data is extracted in the mobile

device.

Examiner notes, the Applicant Specifications 4] [0032] state:

The customer uses his mobile device to read the contactless card at 126. As described above,

the mobile device is assumed to have been installed with a corresponding srnart bil application.

Upon detecting the contactless card in the near field, the smart bill application is executed and

reads off data pertaining to the electronic bH fromthe contactless card at 128 ard subsequently

displays the electronic bdion a screen of the mobile device for the consumerto verify.

Applicant argues: “The Applicant respectfully contests the combination of Gallagher and

Brendellas it is believed that there is no motivation to combine these two references in the

mannerproposed by the Examiner”

Examiner respectfully disagrees. Gallagher and Brendell both teach a system and methodin

whichan invoice is presented electronically to a user via a guest presenter. Both references are within

the samefield of endeavor and both a focused on contactless payment within the restaurantindustry.

Further, motivation was providedin all present and previous combinations of references.

Althougha specific motivation may not have been explicitly stated within one of the references, the

motivation was not improper, and provided in accordance with the Teaching-Suggestion-Motivation
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Test (TSM). As such, Examiner's use of these facts as a motivation statementis in compliance with the

requirements of the TSM test, since the Teaching-Suggestian-Motivation (TSM) test should be flexibly

applied and the teaching, suggestion, or motivation need not be written within the reference.

Applicant argues: “The paymentnotification from the merchant system 202 to a POS terminal

is not equivalent to a paymentnotification from the payment gateway to a merchant as the merchant

system 202still needs a payment gatewayto settle a payment. Nevertheless, the modification of

Gallagher with Brendell would not cure the deficiencies in Gallagher as discussed above”.

Examiner respectfully disagrees. Examiner has metall requirements establishing a prima facie

case:all factual findings required by Graham weresupplied in the previous and present Actions; the

references are related art, and Applicant has supplied no evidence that there is no reasonable

expectation of success;all claim limitations were met in the previous and present Actions, and Applicant

has merely made the allegation that the limitations are not met or to how the identified elements are

otherwise distinguishable from the claimed limitations. Neither has Applicant supplied any evidence or

argument addressing anyfailure of Examiner's application of the TSM test, pursuant to current

governinglaw.

Applicant’s arguments are not directed toward the cited portion of the Brendell. For example,

Gallagher already discloses the steps of settling a payment transaction between a customer and

merchant and explicitly states where an approval messageis sent to the restaurant POS See pg.4, 4]

[0042] and 4 [0043].

The cited portion of Brendell (pg.3, 4] [0033]) teaches the consumer can provide the information

to a personal bank, where the bank receives the amount due and the merchant information, along with

a consumer identifier. Once the consumeris identified and verified, the bank may approve the

transaction and submit payment of the amount dueto the merchantof record as indicated by the

merchant information.
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In other words, Brendell teaches where the personal bank, of the customer acts as the payment

gatewaythat controls the transaction between the customer and merchant and sends the approval to

the merchant. Therefore meeting the claimed limitation of independent claims 1, 12 and 18.
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Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 103

The following is a quotation of pre-AlA 35 U.S.C. 103(a) which forms the basis forall obviousness

rejections set forth in this Office action:

(a) A patent may not be obtained thoughthe invention is not identically disclosed or described as set
forth in section 102, if the differences between the subject matter sought to be patented and the
prior art are such that the subject matter as a whole would have been obviousat the time the
invention was madeto a person having ordinaryskill in the art to which said subject matter pertains.
Patentability shall not be negatived by the manner in which the invention was made.

The text of those sections of Title 35, U.S. Code not included in this action can be found in a

prior Office action.

Claims 1, 2, 4, 5, 12 and 17-20 are rejected underpre-AlA 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being

unpatentable over Gallagher U.S. Patent Application Publication 2011/0173060 in view of Brendell et

al. U.S. Patent Application Publication 2013/0048717.

As per Claim 1, Gallagher discloses a method for mobile payment, the method comprising:

causing a mobile device to capture data directly from a tag physically presented thereto (pg.3, 7 [0037]

discusses the guest recognizes the logo 46, highlighted by the magnifying window 48,as indicating a

wireless paymentcapability and brings his wireless mobile device 62 near the logo. In step 106, the

wireless mobile device 62 establishes communication with the wireless communication device 44 and

reads the stored paymentfacilitating information),

wherein the tag receives the data directly from a POS device and allows the mobile device to

capture the data therefrom (pg.3, 4] [0034] discusses the restaurant management module runningin the

restaurant POS system 52 displays the guest check for the correct table where the guestis sitting. In

step 100, when the waiter brings a check presenter near the wireless reader/writer 54, the restaurant

management module writes several payment facilitating information to the memory of the wireless

communication device 44 attached to the check presenter2 throughthe wireless reader/writer 54)
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the data embeddedin the tag including an electronic invoice and settlement information with a

merchant associated with the POS device (pg.3, 4] [0034] discusses the restaurant management module

writes several paymentfacilitating information to the memory of the wireless communication device 44

attached to the check presenter2 through the wireless reader/writer 54....the payment facilitating

information includes the following information: 1) restaurant identifier, 2) unique identifier of the

wireless communication device 44, if not present already, 3) identifier of the table where the guestis

sitting, 4) identifier of the guest check, 5) location information of the restaurant interface system 56

such as the URL (Uniform Resource Locator) and 6) identifier of a restaurant application whichis to be

run by the wireless mobile device 62 of the guest when the device is brought near the wireless

communication device 44);

extracting the electronic invoice from the captured data in the mobile device (pg.3, ] [0040]

discusses theline item details of the guest check can be programmedinto the data storage of the

wireless communication device 44 in step 100 in which case such data will be read by the wireless

mobile device 62);

displaying the electronic invoice on a display of the mobile device to show an amountto bepaid

by a user of the mobile device (pg.3, 1 [0041] discusses the guest review the guest check information

either on the wireless mobile device or the physical check),

wherein the mobile device is configured to execute an installed application therein to capture

the data from the tag (pg.3, {| [0038] discusses the wireless mobile device 62 will attempt to downloadit

through the restaurant interface system 56 using the URL provided by the wireless communication

device 44. If the wireless mobile device 62 does locate the application within the deviceitself, it will load

and execute the program. Thus, any subsequentsteps done by the wireless mobile device 62 are under

the control of the restaurant application);
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receiving an entry by the mobile device, the entry including an additional amount from the user

(pg.3, ] [0041] discusses the guest review the guest check information either on the wireless mobile

device or the physical check and addsany gratuity to the total);

calculating a total amount by adding the additional amount to the amountin the electronic

invoice (pg.3, 7 [0041] discusses the guest reviews the guest check information either on the wireless

mobile device 62 or the physical check and addsanygratuity to the total);

generating a payment request in the mobile device in response to the electronic invoice after

the user has chosen a paying instrument (pg.4, 4] [0041] discusses upon selection of a financial

instrument to use for payment by the guest, the wireless mobile device 62 retrieves the selected

financial instrument information from a secure memory area of the mobile device),

wherein the payment request includes the total amount and the settlement information (pg.4, 4]

[0042] discusses the wireless mobile device 62 transmits the paymentfacilitating information, the

retrieved financial instrument information and the total amount including the gratuity to the restaurant

interface system 56 for processing the payment);

displaying the electronic invoice on the display of the mobile device for the user to verify the

paymentrequest along with the chosen paying instrument (pg.4, 4] [0041] discusses upon selection of a

financial instrument to use for payment { [0042] discusses upon approvalby the guest);

sending the payment request from the mobile device to a payment gateway(pg.4, {| [0043]

discusses the wireless mobile device 62 can transmit the paymentfacilitating information, the retrieved

financial instrument information and the total amountdirectly to the paymentprocessing system 58 for

processing the payment),

recording a confirmation in the mobile device that the monetary transaction per the payment

request has been successfully completed with respect to the electronic invoice (pg.4, 4] [0042] discusses

the paymentprocessing system 58 transmits the received approval message to the wireless mobile
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device 62 as receipt and to the restaurant POS system 52 to indicate to the restaurant management

software that the guest check has beenpaid).

Gallagher teaches the payment processing system 58 processes the paymentauthorization in a

known manner and returns an approval message to the restaurant interface system 56 and Figure 4,

Step 118 Payment Approval Messageis transmitted to Restaurant POS System (pg.4, 4] [0042]), thereby

transferring funds from the customer to the merchant and providing a notification of such transfer to

the POSsystem.

However, Gallagherfails to explicitly state wherein the payment gateway sends a message

directly to the POS device that a monetary transaction per the payment request sent from the mobile

device has been successfully completed in the payment gateway with the POS device when an amount

equivalent to the total amountis deducted from an account associated with the user.

Brendell teaches wherein the payment gateway sends a message directly to the POS device that

a monetary transaction per the payment request sent from the mobile device has been successfully

completed in the payment gateway with the POS device when an amount equivalent to the total

amountis deducted from an account associated with the user (pg.3, 1 [0023] discusses the consumer

can provide the information to a personal bank, where the bank receives the amount due and the

merchantinformation, along with a consumeridentifier. Once the consumeris identified and verified,

the bank may approve the transaction and submit payment of the amount due to the merchant of

record as indicated by the merchant information. Such a transaction has additional security in that the

consumer's account numberis never transmitted during the processing).

Therefore it would have been obvious to one of ordinaryskill in the art of contactless payments

at the time of the invention to modify the system of Gallagher to include the ability to deduct the total

bill amount from a customer’s bank account and send the merchant an indication of the transaction as

taught by Brendell to provide a contactless payment system for merchant transactions(e.g., a
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restaurant) comprises generating, at the contactless payment system,a totalbill of purchases associated

with a consumer, associating a unique identifier of a RFID tag or a QR cade with the total bill,

transmitting the total bill and associated unique identifier to a consumer accessible payment network,

and receiving payment from the consumer forsatisfaction of the total bill. Abstract

AsperClaim 2, Gallagher discloses the methodasrecited in claim 1, wherein said causing a

mobile device to capture data directly from tag physically presented thereto includes placing the mobile

devicenear the tag (Figure 4, Step 104, Guest brings mobile device near the guest check presenter).

As perClaim 4, Gallagher discloses the method as recited in claim 1, wherein said displaying the

electronic invoice on a display of the mobile device comprises:

allowing the user to verify the amountin the electronic invoice and make a change to the

amount when needed(Figure 4, Step 110, Guest ReviewsBill and Adds Gratuity); and

paying the total amount with the chosen paying instrument(Figure 4, Step 112, Mobile Device

Retrieves Financial Instrument Information From Mobile Device),

wherein the chosen paying instrumentis selected from a traditional credit or debit card, and an

electronic transfer (pg.4, 1 [0041] discusses the wireless mobile device 62 retrieves the selected

financial instrument information from a secure memory area of the mobile device. The financial

instrument information can include an account number, nameof the account holder, expiration date

and CVV (card verification value) and the like).

However, Gallagheris silent regarding group consisting of an electronic wallet already created in

the mobile device,

Brendell teaches group consisting of an electronic wallet already created in the mobile device

(pg.3, §] [0022] discusses the contactless-enabled device 120 may store multiple accounts which the

consumer mayselect from to make the payment, Incorporated Reference 13/215,111 pg. 3, 1 [0027]

discusses virtual wallet program).
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Therefore it would have been obvious to one ofordinary skill in the art of contactless payments

at the time of the invention to modify the system of Gallagher to include the ability to include a virtual

wallet within the mobile device as taught by Brendell to provide a contactless payment system for

merchant transactions(e.g., a restaurant) comprises generating, at the contactless payment system, a

total bill of purchases associated with a consumer, associating a unique identifier of a RFID tag or a QR

code with the totalbill, transmitting the totalbill and associated unique identifier to a consumer

accessible payment network, and receiving payment from the consumerforsatisfaction of the total bill.

Abstract

As perClaim 5, Gallagher discloses the method as recited in claim 1 further comprising:

causing the mobile device to execute an installed module upon detecting the POS device ina

near field of the mobile device (pg.3, 1 [0034] discusses and identifier of a restaurant application which

is to be run by the wireless mobile device 62 of the guest when the device is brought near the wireless

communication device 44)

wherein the installed module is executed to receive the data directly from the tag carrying the

electronic invoice and the settlement information (pg.3, [0038] discusses Based on the restaurant

application identifier, the wireless mobile device 62 attempts to locate the application in its data

storage... If the wireless mobile device 62 does locate the application within the deviceitself, it will load

and execute the program. Thus, any subsequentsteps done by the wireless mobile device 62 are under

the control of the restaurant application, {1 [0040] discusses the line item details of the guest check can

be programmedinto the data storage of the wireless communication device 44 in step 100 in which case

such data will be read by the wireless mobile device 62 in step 106).

As perClaim 12, Gallagher discloses a method for mobile payment, the method comprising:

generating a set of data in a point of sale device, the data including an electronic invoice and

settlement information with a merchant associated with the POS device(pg.3, 9 [0034] discusses upon
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instruction by the waiter, the restaurant management module running in the restaurant POS system 52

displays the guest check for the correct table where the guestis sitting. In step 100, when the waiter

brings a check presenter near the wireless reader/writer 54, the restaurant management module writes

several paymentfacilitating information to the memory of the wireless communication device 44

attached to the check presenter2 through the wireless reader/writer 54... the paymentfacilitating

information includes the following information: 1) restaurant identifier, 2) unique identifier of the

wireless communication device 44, if not present already, 3) identifier of the table where the guest is

sitting, 4) identifier of the guest check, 5) location information of the restaurant interface system 56

such as the URL (Uniform Resource Locator) and 6) identifier of a restaurant application whichis to be

run by the wireless mobile device 62 of the guest when the device is brought near the wireless

communication device 44),

embeddingthe data direct to a tag; (pg.3, 4] [0034] discusses the restaurant management

module writes several paymentfacilitating information to the memory of the wireless communication

device 44 attached to the check presenter2 through the wireless reader/writer 54)

presenting the tag to the mobile device (pg.3, 4] [0036] discusses the waiter brings the

programmedguest check presenter 2 to the guest)

causing the mobile device to capture the data from the tag (pg.3, 4 [0037] the wireless mobile

device 62 establishes communication with the wireless communication device 44 and readsthe stored

paymentfacilitating information),

wherein the mobile device executes an installed application therein to retrieve an amountin the

electronic invoice from the data and generate a payment request in response to the captured data, the

payment request being sent to a payment gateway includes a total amount combining an additional

amountaddedby a user of the mobile device and an amount expressed in the electronic invoice (pg.3, 4]

[0037] discusses the wireless mobile device 62 establishes communication with the wireless
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communication device 44 and reads the stored paymentfacilitating information...{| [0038] discusses

Based on the restaurant application identifier, the wireless mobile device 62 attempts to locate the

application in its data storage... If the wireless mobile device 62 does locate the application within the

deviceitself, it will load and execute the program. Thus, any subsequentsteps doneby the wireless

mobile device 62 are under the control of the restaurant application...{[0040] discusses the line item

details of the guest check can be programmedinto the data storage of the wireless communication

device 44 in step 100 in which case such data will be read by the wireless mobile device and pg.4, 4]

[0042] discusses the wireless mobile device 62 transmits the paymentfacilitating information, the

retrieved financial instrument information and the total amount including the gratuity to the restaurant

interface system 56 for processing the payment); and

receiving a messagein the POS device directly from the payment gateway that the electronic

invoice has been settled but for the total amount more than the amount expressed in the electronic

invoice (pg.4, §] [0042] discusses the payment processing system 58 transmits the received approval

message to the wireless mobile device 62 as receipt and to the restaurant POS system 52 to indicate to

the restaurant managementsoftware that the guest check has been paid),

Gallagher teaches the paymentprocessing system 58 processes the payment authorization in a

known manner and returns an approval messageto the restaurant interface system 56 and Figure 4,

Step 118 Payment Approval Messageis transmitted to Restaurant POS System (pg.4, 4 [0042]), thereby

transferring funds from the customer to the merchantand providing a notification of such transfer to

the POSsystem.

However, Gallagherfails to explicitly state wherein the payment gateway is configured to send

the messagedirectly to the POS device when an amount equivalent to the total amountis deducted

from an account associated with the user of the mobile devices.
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Brendell teaches wherein the payment gatewayis configured to send the message directly to

the POS device when an amount equivalent to the total amountis deducted from an account associated

with the user of the mobile devices (pg.3, 1 [0023] discusses the consumer can provide the information

to a personal bank, where the bank receives the amount due and the merchantinformation, along with

a consumer identifier. Once the consumeris identified and verified, the bank may approve the

transaction and submit payment of the amount due to the merchantof record as indicated by the

merchant information. Such a transaction has additional security in that the consumer's account number

is never transmitted during the processing).

Therefore it would have been obvious to one of ordinaryskill in the art of contactless payments

at the time of the invention to modify the system of Gallagher to include the ability to deduct the total

bill amount from a customer’s bank account and send the merchantan indication of the transaction as

taught by Brendell to provide a contactless payment system for merchanttransactions(e.g., a

restaurant) comprises generating, at the contactless payment system,a totalbill of purchases associated

with a consumer, associating a unique identifier of a RFID tag or a QR code with the totalbill,

transmitting the total bill and associated unique identifier to a consumer accessible payment network,

and receiving payment from the consumer forsatisfaction of the total bill. Abstract

As perClaim 13, Gallagher discloses the method as recited in claim 12, wherein thetagis

presented near the mobile device to allow the user to use the mobile device to capture the data (Figure

4, Step 104, Guest brings mobile device near the guest check presenter, Step 106, Mobile Device Reads

Stored Information from Guest Check Presenter).

AsperClaim 17, Gallagher discloses the methodrecited in claim 12, wherein data exchange

between the mobile device and payment gateway is conducted in channelestablished between the

mobile device and payment gateway(pg.4, 4] [0043] discusses the wireless mobile device 62 can

transmit the paymentfacilitating information, the retrieved financial instrument information and the
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total amountdirectly to the payment processing system 58 for processing the payment...pg.3, 4] [0030]

discusses VISA™ interchange system).

However, Gallagherfails to explicit state a secured channel.

Brendell teaches a secured channel (pg.8, {] [0074] discusses a web client may implement

security protocols such as Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) and Transport Layer Security (TLS). A webclient

may implement several application layer protocols including http, https, ftp, and sftp).

Therefore it would have been obvious to one of ordinaryskill in the art of contactless payments

at the time of the invention to modify the system of Gallagher to include the ability to include the ability

to communicate via knownsecurity protocols as taught by Brendell to provide a contactless payment

system for merchant transactions (e.g., a restaurant) comprises generating, at the contactless payment

system,a total bill of purchases associated with a consumer, associating a uniqueidentifier of a RFID tag

or a QR code with thetotalbill, transmitting the total bill and associated unique identifier to a consumer

accessible payment network, and receiving payment from the consumerforsatisfaction of the total bill.

Abstract

As perClaim 18, Gallagher discloses a system for mobile payment, the system comprising:

a point of sale (POS) device provided to generate a set of data including an electronic invoice

upon receiving an entry (Figure 4, Step 100, Restaurant POS Module writesfacilitating information to

guest check presenter),

wherein the data including the electronic invoice and settlement information is transferred to a

tag (pg.3, 1 [0034] discusses the paymentfacilitating information includes the following information: 1)

restaurantidentifier, 2) unique identifier of the wireless communication device 44, if not present

already, 3) identifier of the table where the guestis sitting, 4) identifier of the guest check, 5) location

information of the restaurant interface system 56 such as the URL (Uniform Resource Locator) and 6)
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identifier of a restaurant application which is to be run by the wireless mobile device 62 of the guest

when thedevice is brought near the wireless communication device 44),

a mobile device is executing a module configured to capture the data directly from the tag

physically presented thereto (Figure 4, Step 102, Waiter bring programmedguest check presenter to

guest, Step 106 Mobile Device Reads stored information from the guest check presenter and pg.3, 4]

[0038] discusses any subsequent steps done by the wireless mobile device 62 are under the control of

the restaurant application);

extract an amount expressedin the electronic invoice and display the amount in the mobile

device (pg.3, 1 [0040] discusses the line item details of the guest check can be programmedinto the

data storage of the wireless communication device 44 in step 100 in which case such data will be read

by the wireless mobile device 62...4] [0041] discusses the guest reviews the guest check information

either on the wireless mobile device 62 or physical check)

wherein the POS device receives an electronic notification directly from a payment gateway that

the electronic invoice has been settled for a total amount including an additional amount and the

amountexpressed in the electronic invoice (pg.4, 4] [0042] discusses the payment processing system 58

transmits the received approval message to the wireless mobile device 62 as receipt and to the

restaurant POS system 52 to indicate to the restaurant managementsoftware that the guest check has

been paid and §] [0043] discusses the wireless mobile device 62 can transmit the paymentfacilitating

information, the retrieved financial instrument information and the total amount directly to the

paymentprocessing system 58 for processing the payment),

the additional amountis added by the user, after the user of the mobile devices verifies the

electronic invoice displayed on the mobile device (Figure 4, Step 110 Guest ReviewsBill and Adds

Gratuity) and
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authorizes a paymentto the electronic invoice (pg.4, {] [0042] discusses approval by the guest),

the mobile device is configured to generate a payment request to be sent to the payment gatewayto

proceed with a payment according to the payment request(pg.4, 4] [0042] discusses the wireless mobile

device 62 transmits the paymentfacilitating information, the retrieved financial instrument information

and the total amountincluding the gratuity to the restaurant interface system 56 for processing the

payment...4] [0043] discusses the wireless mobile device 62 can transmit the paymentfacilitating

information, the retrieved financial instrument information and the total amount directly to the

paymentprocessing system 58 for processing the payment).

Brendell teaches wherein the POS device receives an electronic notification directly from a

payment gatewaythat the electronic invoice has been settled for a total amountincluding an additional

amountand the amount expressed in the electronic invoice (pg.3, | [0023] discusses the consumer can

provide the information to a personal bank, where the bank receives the amount due and the merchant

information, along with a consumer identifier. Once the consumeris identified and verified, the bank

may approvethetransaction and submit payment of the amount due to the merchantof record as

indicated by the merchant information. Such a transaction has additional security in that the consumer's

account numberis never transmitted during the processing).

Therefore it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art of contactless payments

at the time of the invention to modify the system of Gallagher to include the ability to deduct the total

bill amount from a customer’s bank account and send the merchantan indication of the transaction as

taught by Brendell to provide a contactless payment system for merchanttransactions(é.g., a

restaurant) comprises generating, at the contactless payment system, a total bill of purchases associated

with a consumer, associating a unique identifier of a RFID tag or a QR code with the total bill,

transmitting the total bill and associated unique identifier to a consumer accessible payment network,

and receiving payment from the consumer forsatisfaction of the total bill. Abstract
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As perClaim 19, Gallagher discloses the system as recited in claim 18. However, Gallagheris

silent regarding wherein the data from the POS device includes an account and bank information of the

merchantof the POS device.

Brendell teaches wherein the data from the POS device includes an account and bank

information of the merchant of the POS device (pg.3, 4] [0023] discusses the transaction information, for

example, may include the amount due and merchantinformation.... the consumer can provide the

information to a personal bank, where the bank receives the amount due and the merchant

information, along with a consumer identifier. Once the consumeris identified and verified, the bank

may approvethetransaction and submit payment of the amount due to the merchant of record as

indicated by the merchant information’).

Therefore it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art of contactless payments

at the time of the invention to modify the system of Gallagher to include the ability to include a virtual

wallet within the mobile device as taught by Brendell to provide a contactless payment system for

merchant transactions(e.g., a restaurant) comprises generating, at the contactless payment system, a

total bill of purchases associated with a consumer, associating a unique identifier of a RFID tag or a QR

code with the totalbill, transmitting the total bill and associated unique identifier to a consumer

accessible payment network, and receiving payment from the consumerforsatisfaction of the total bill.

Abstract

As per Claim 20, Gallagher discloses the system of the claimed invention. However, Gallagher is

silent regarding wherein the payment gateway acts to deduct an amountequivalent to the total amount

from an accountassociated with the user of the mobile devices and generates the electronic notification

for the POSdevice.

1 The cited portion of Brendell teaches that the merchant information includes an account and bank information of
a merchant because the bank needs such information to finalize a transaction.
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Brendell teaches wherein the payment gatewayacts to deduct an amount equivalent to the

total amount from an account associated with the user of the mobile devices and generates the

electronic notification for the POS device (pg.3, 4] [0023] discusses the consumercan provide the

information to a personal bank, wherethe bank receives the amount due and the merchant

information, along with a consumer identifier. Once the consumeris identified and verified, the bank

may approve the transaction and submit payment of the amount due to the merchantof record as

indicated by the merchant information. Such a transaction has additional security in that the consumer's

account numberis never transmitted during the processing).

Therefore it would have been obvious to one of ordinaryskill in the art of contactless payments

at the time of the invention to modify the system of Gallagher to include the ability to deduct the total

bill amount from a customer’s bank account and send the merchantan indication of the transaction as

taught by Brendell to provide a contactless payment system for merchanttransactions(e.g., a

restaurant) comprises generating, at the contactless payment system,a totalbill of purchases associated

with a consumer, associating a unique identifier of a RFID tag or a QR code with the total bill,

transmitting the total bill and associated unique identifier to a consumer accessible payment network,

and receiving payment from the consumer forsatisfaction of the total bill. Abstract
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Claims3, 6-11, 14-15 are rejected under pre-AlA 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over

Gallagher U.S. Patent Application Publication 2011/0173060 in view of Brendell US 2013/0054412

furtherin view of Florek et al. 2011/0112968.

Asper Claims 3 and 14, Gallagher discloses the methodasrecited in the claimed invention,

wherein the POS device generate the electronic bill and transfer the data to the tag (pg.3, 41 [0034]

discusses the restaurant management module runningin the restaurant POS system 52 displays the

guest check for the correct table where the guestis sitting. In step 100, when the waiter brings a check

presenter near the wireless reader/writer 54, the restaurant management module writes several

paymentfacilitating information to the memoryof the wireless communication device 44 attached to

the check presenter 2 throughthe wireless reader/writer 54).

However, Gallagher and Brendell are silent regarding POS device provides security and

authentication.

Florek et al. teaches wherein POS device provides security and authentication (pg.6, §] [0045]

discusses Sales Device will be very small and simple. It can be in the form of a small box with a display

and keyboard through which the merchantwill enter the required payment amount. The identification

data can bestored directly in the corresponding element on the printed circuit of Sales Device, or they

can be stored on the ICC (integrated circuit card) card or on othercarriers as e.g. up until now known

SAM (Security Authentication Module) cards with cryptographic key).

Therefore it would have been obvious to one of ordinaryskill in the art of mobile commerceat

the time of the invention to modify the system of Gallagher and Dryeretal. to include the ability to

provide a merchantsales device with a security authentication module to conduct mobile transactions

as taught by Florek et al. to provide a method of direct debit payment using a contactless transmission

link and describes a configuration, in which a temporary payment terminal, with simplified structure

that is intended aboveall for small business premises, can be created using a mobile communication
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device. The solution refers to increase in security and comfort in paying over the mobile communication

device with removable memory card for example in the form of a micro SD card (pg.1, 4] [0001)).

AsperClaims 6 and 15, Gallagher discloses the claimed invention, wherein the data further

includes security information about the merchant associated with the POS device (pg.3, 7 [0034]

discusses the paymentfacilitating information includes the following information: 1) restaurant

identifier, 2)unique identifier of the wireless communication device 44, if not present already, 3)

identifier of the table where the guestis sitting, 4) identifier of the guest check, 5) location information

of the restaurant interface system 56 such as the URL (Uniform Resource Locator) and 6) identifier of a

restaurant application),

an identifier ofthetag or the POS device (pg.3, 4] [0034] discusses the paymentfacilitating

information includes the following information: 2) unique identifier of the wireless communication

device 44, if not present already.

However, Gallagheris silent regarding the security information includes an account and bank

information of the registered merchant.

Brendell teaches wherein the security information includes an account and bank information of

the registered merchant (pg.3, 4 [0023] discusses the transaction information, for example, may include

the amount due and merchant information.... the consumercan provide the information to a personal

bank, where the bank receives the amount due and the merchantinformation, along with a consumer

identifier. Once the consumeris identified and verified, the bank may approvethe transaction and

submit paymentof the amount dueto the merchantof record as indicated by the merchant

information’).

? The cited portion of Brendell teaches that the merchant information includes an account and bank information of
a merchant because the bank needs such information to finalize a transaction.
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Therefore it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art of contactless payments

at the time of the invention to modify the system of Gallagher to include the ability to include a virtual

wallet within the mobile device as taught by Brendell to provide a contactless payment system for

merchant transactions(e.g., a restaurant) comprises generating, at the contactless payment system, a

total bill of purchases associated with a consumer,associating a unique identifier of a RFID tag or a QR

code with the totalbill, transmitting the total bill and associated unique identifier to a consumer

accessible payment network, and receiving payment from the consumerforsatisfaction of the total bill.

Abstract

As per Claim 7, Gallagher discloses the claimed invention, wherein said sending the payment

request from the mobile device to a payment gateway comprises:

transporting the payment request over a secured channel to the payment gateway (pg.3, 4]

[0030] discusses forwarding request to appropriate interchange system such as VISA™3,

wherein the payment gatewayis configured to perform the monetary transaction per the

payment request by deducting an amountfrom an account ownedbythe user (pgs,2-3, 4] [0030]-[0031]

discusses when the paymentprocessing system 58 receives a credit card payment authorization request

from the restaurant interface system 56, it routes the request to the merchant's acquiring bank which

then forwards the request to the appropriate interchange system such as VISA™ which then routes the

request to the issuing bank of the credit card. The processis reversed for a payment authorization. The

authorization message from the issuing bank is routed to the interchange system and thento the

acquirer which routesit to the payment processing system 58 and

generates an electronic notification for sending to the POSdevice (Figure 4, Step 118, Payment

Approval message transmitted to Mobile Device and to Restaurant POS system).

3 Examinernotes,it is old and well known to one having ordinary skill at the time of the invention that in order to
communicatefinancial data with VISA™ one must use a secure channel.
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As perClaim 8, Gallagher discloses the method as recited in claim 7, wherein said displaying the

electronic invoice on the display of the mobile device comprises:

allowing the user to modify the amountin the electronic invoice when needed (Figure 4, Step

110, Guest ReviewsBill and Adds Gratuity),

paying the total amountwith an electronic payment provided by an installed module in the

mobile device (pg.4, {] [0042] discusses upon approval by the guest, the wireless mobile device 62

transmits the paymentfacilitating information, the retrieved financial instrument information and the

total amountincluding the gratuity to the restaurant interface system 56 for processing the payment),

wherein the installed module in the mobile device is configured to generate the payment

request including the data pertaining to the electronic invoice to the payment gateway for processing

(pg.3, 1 [0038] discusses any subsequentsteps done by the wireless mobile device 62 are under the

control of the restaurant application...pg.4, {| [0043] discusses the wireless mobile device 62 can

transmit the paymentfacilitating information, the retrieved financial instrument information and the

total amountdirectly to the payment processing system 58 for processing the payment).

As per Claim 9, Gallagher discloses the method recited in claim 8, wherein data exchange

between the mobile device and the payment gatewayis conducted in a secured channel established

there between(pg.4, {| [0043] discusses the wireless mobile device 62 can transmit the payment

facilitating information, the retrieved financial instrument information and the total amount directly to

the paymentprocessing system 58 for processing the payment...pg.3, {1 [0030] discusses VISA™

interchange system).

However, Gallagherfails to explicit state a secure channel.

Brendell teaches(pg.8, {] [0074] discusses a webclient may implement security protocols such

as Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) and Transport Layer Security (TLS). A web client may implement several

application layer protocols including http, https, ftp, and sftp).
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Therefore it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art of contactless payments

at the time of the invention to modify the system of Gallagher to include the ability to include the ability

to communicate via known security protocols as taught by Brendell to provide a contactless payment

system for merchant transactions (e.g., a restaurant) comprises generating, at the contactless payment

system,a total bill of purchases associated with a consumer, associating a uniqueidentifier of a RFID tag

or a QR code with thetotalbill, transmitting the totalbill and associated unique identifier to a consumer

accessible payment network, and receiving payment from the consumerforsatisfaction of the total bill.

Abstract

AsperClaim 10, Gallagher discloses the method asrecited in claim 9, wherein the mobile device

includes a secure elementproviding security and confidentiality required to support secure data

communication between the mobile device and the payment gateway(pg.4, 4] [0041] discusses retrieves

the selected financial instrument information from a secure memoryarea of the mobile device).

However, Gallagher and Brendell fail to explicitly state wherein the mobile device includes a

secure element.

Florek et al. teaches (pg.6, ] [0049] discusses several units of independent payment cards can

be stored on the removable memory card and that either on the physical separate secure elements or

on independent domains of one secure element. In this configuration the payment terminal application

can run directly on the removable memorycard and the data on the customer's paymentcard are not

sent over external readers and neitherinto internet area, a fact that has positive impact on the security

of the payment operation).

Therefore it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art of mobile commerce at

the time of the invention to modify the system of Gallagher and Brendell. to include a secure element to

store virtual cards of a customer on a mobile device as taught by Florek et al. to provide a method of

direct debit payment using a contactless transmission link and describes a configuration, in which a
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temporary paymentterminal, with simplified structure that is intended aboveall for small business

premises, can be created using a mobile communication device. The solution refers to increase in

security and comfort in paying over the mobile communication device with removable memorycard for

example in the form of a micro SD card (pg.1, 4] [0001)).

AsperClaim 11, Gallagher discloses the methodasrecited in claim 9, wherein said notifying the

user in the mobile device that then monetary transaction per the payment request has been successfully

completed with the POS device comprising:

sending a notification of successful payment to the merchantof the POS device (pg.4, 4] [0042]

discusses the paymentprocessing system 58 transmits the received approval messageto the wireless

mobile device 62 as receipt and to the restaurant POS system 52to indicate to the restaurant

managementsoftwarethat the guest check has been paid).
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Claim 16 is rejected underpre-AlA 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over GallagherU.S.

Patent Application Publication 2011/0173060in view of Brendell US 2013/0054412in view of Florek

et al. 2011/0112968 furtherin view of Shank et al. U.S. Patent Application Publication 2011/0066550.

As perClaim 16, Gallagher, Brendell and Florek disclose the methodasrecited in claim 15.

However, Gallagher, Brendell and Florek are silent regarding wherein the message received in the POS

device shows how muchhas been received from the user of the mobile device.

Shank teaches wherein the message received in the POS device shows how muchhas been

received from the user of the mobile device (pg.6, {| [0062] discusses the result may be

communicated to the user via email, text message, or any suitable type of notification. An example of a

result 94 received by the billing device 12b isillustrated in FIG. 4F).

Therefore it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art of mobile commerce at

the time of the invention to modify the system of Gallagher, Brendell and Florek to include the ability to

provide a merchant with notification regarding the completion of paymenttransaction as taught by

Shanket al. to provide a system and method where a gateway uses an authorization code to authorize a

transaction and to determine an accountfor each device. The gateway then instructs an account

managerto withdraw the payment amountfrom the accountof the first device and to depositit into the

accountof the second device (Abstract).
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Conclusion

The prior art made of record and not relied upon is considered pertinent to applicant's

disclosure.

Kaminskiet al. U.S. Patent Application Publication US 2009/0248579 discusses Method and

System for Accepting and Processing Financial Transactions over a Mobile Computing Device.

Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the examiner

should be directed to ASHFORD S$ HAYLES whose telephone numberis (571)270-5106. The examiner can

normally be reached on M-F 6AM-4PM with Flex.

Examiner interviews are available via telephone, in-person, and video conferencing using a

USPTO supplied web-based collaboration tool. To schedule an interview, applicant is encouraged to use

the USPTO AutomatedInterview Request (AIR) at http://www.uspto.gov/interviewpractice.

If attempts to reach the examinerby telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner’s supervisor,

Fahd Obeid can be reached on 5712703324. The fax phone numberfor the organization where this

application or proceeding is assigned is 571-273-8300.

Information regarding the status of an application may be obtained from the Patent Application

Information Retrieval (PAIR) system. Status information for published applications may be obtained

from either Private PAIR or Public PAIR. Status information for unpublished applications is available

through Private PAIR only. For more information about the PAIR system,see http://pair-

direct.uspto.gov. Should you have questions on accessto the Private PAIR system, contact the Electronic

Business Center (EBC) at 866-217-9197(toll-free). If you would like assistance from a USPTO Customer

Service Representative or access to the automated information system, call 800-786-9199 (IN USA OR

CANADA)or 571-272-1000.
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|linvoice)
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see! hee Se

 (contactless near (transaction or

|jpayment)) and (fund$1 near
i itransfer$4) 

mobile adj (contactless near

(transaction or payment)) and (fund$1
jinear transfer$4)\333
i

 

contactless) near (bill or invoice)

EEEIBBEI9©BEE ees

(contactless near (transaction or
Hpayment)) and (virtual near (bill or
tinvaice) )

 

 YON=2014/10/09
16:08

  
\333
i

 
«(contactless near (transaction or
jipayment)) and (digital near (bill or
invoice) )  
 
 

 
 
 

 

(EMVninear (transaction or payment))
land (digital near (bill or invoice))

SSuEEERRSeheteSEESLEEEEEEEEE EEE EE EEE EEE EEEEE EEE EEA EEEEREEEELEEEEEEESMennocursssnsspannanan!focounepnennnsenesssssnssndfensssssssnnnnnnennedAasesseesspeenssssesnsnnnant

(EMV near(transaction or payment))

and ((digital or electronic or mobile or
wireless) near (bill or invoice))

(EMV near(transaction or payment))

[and ((bill or invoice))
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[oi or invoice))
peLe

{((contactless)nnear (transaction or
ipayment)) and ((digital or electronic or |
‘mobile or wireless) near(bill or
‘linvaice))

| (contactless) near (transaction or \
|/payment)) and ((digital or electronic or |
| Paperless) near (bill or invoice))

i ((mobile or wireless or cellular) adj
(contactless) near (purchase or

[transaction or payment)) and ((digital
 “(bil or invoice))

{((mobile orT wireless or cellular);adj
#(contactless) near (purchase or
‘transaction or payment))

$157 and ((digital or electronic or
mobile or wireless) near(bill or

invoice) )

 
(2014/10/09)
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lpaperless) near(bill or invoice) 
 
 

  

 

 
 

3 3 i§ 3 u
: : ats 3 '\ ; u
\ i i} : }uMat

 
 215 #(contactless or NFC or wireless or

: |/proximity) adj (billing or invoic$4)

ISi81 and (POS)

u(contactless or NFC or wireless or '
jjproximity) adj (payment or transaction
yor purchase) and (electronic adj \

 

  
 

  
 

 

—

 
 

(contactless or NFC or wireless or
proximity) adj (POS) uiliuuuu

u

 

 45186 and (electronic or digital) near
i (bill$4 or invoic$4)
i 
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cashless near POS

 #5190 and (electronic or digital) near
| (bill$4 or invoic$4)
qit
\
4
;qu
3

aaaaene!daneees

(SI M) same (POS)

 
 1564 (SIM adj card) same (POS)

ti

i SIM adj card) near (POS)

a veeenettereeennneeeeeeseeeeenneers aeeeeseseeseee

||("20010056398" | "20020097715"|
"20020120537" | "20030060246"|
'"20070295803" | "20100030634"|
120100161478" | "6598028" |
"7540408" | "7603312" |
"8281991").PN.

 

 
 

 j(card-to-card) near payment

yPOS and generat$4 near (electronic or
digital) near (bill$4 or invoic$4)
 

 ititif

exer

4S198 43936 4 mobile or m) adj POS  
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$198 and generat$4 near (electronic or HUS-PGPU
jidigital) near (bill$4 or invoic$4) NUSPAT;
  
  

4#$198 and (electronic or digital) near
{(bill$4 or invoic$4)
 

q
t
|
;;quqq
at

$198 and (contactless or NFC or

wireless or proximity) adj (payment or
transaction or purchase)

 
  
 

 
4$198 and (SIM adj card)
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({mobile or m) adj POS) and

(contactless or smart or chip) adj
iicard)
ul
i
3Mtut
it

u((mobile or m) adj POS) same
‘i((contactless or smart or chip) adj
card)
u

4((payment or transaction) adj terminal) |u {
same ((contactless ar smart or chip) adj;
card) HUSOCR;:at

ul
i
3iti
at

i
3iti
at

#$209 and (electronic or digital) near
(bills or invoic$4)

((peer-to-peer) adj (paymentor
itransaction)) and (contactless or NFC or|
|wireless or proximity) adj (card)

peer-to-peer) adj (POS)) and

proximity) adj (card)
uit
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"20070233554"|"20100227553"|
"20120092137"| "8229354").PN.
 
 

neebat hae!

  
(POS near emulat$4) and (contactless |

llor NFC or wireless or proximity) adj
{i(card)
q
tu;

(POS near application) and (contactless US-PGPU

ior NFC or wireless or proximity) adj USPAT;
| (card) \

 

 
 
 
 

(touch or tap) adj (payment or \
utransaction)) and (contactless or NFC or}
\wireless or proximity) adj (card);;

—

 

 
annealflonan

(contactless or NFC or wireless or ‘
proximity) adj (payment or transaction)
 

  
  

 4
;uuuu
u
q
t
4
;qu
3
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  $224 and (electronic or digital) adj

4{(bill$4 or invoic$4)

 
\s224 and(e-bill)  

 
 ii(contactless or NFC or wireless or \

[proximity adj (paymentor transaction)

 
 

 

aaaaene!daneees

18228 and (electronic or digital) adj
| (statement)
 

 
(clcontactless or NFC or wireless 0or
[proximity adj (POS)
  

  
 

 
 |s230and“(electronic0orrdigital)“adj

| (bill$4 or invoic$4 or statement)

 
 

 
$232 and (electronic or digital) adj

4(bill$4 or invoic$4 or statement)
 

 
  ——$233 and (contactless or NFC or

uwireless or proximity) adj (payment or
transaction)
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 POS) near ((digital or electronic or e)

jad) (wallet or purse))
ui  

 
annnlat

(merchant) near ((digital or electronic
‘lor e) adj (wallet or purse))
 
 

naneeeeeeeenenenenceseasennnnnnnsnsessnant bensenececeeetesennnnensene

 
 
  
 
 
 

  
 

 
 
 

 

i(
Hor proxmity or chip) near (payment or
| purchase or transaction) and
[rvoies)

 i (nfc or emv or smartcard or contactless US-PGPU
uor proxmity or chip) near (payment or | USPAT;
|purchase or transaction) same HUSOCR;
u((electronic or eor digital) adj (bill$4 or}HFPRS:
jlinvoic$4)) EPO; JPO
\ DERWEN

1 BM_TDBveeredbieneee neebee eeeeeeeeeey

2003023080").

 
 

20040127256").PN

 

 
( p j

((contactless or nfc ar proximity) adj
(adapter)
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4("2004/0127256").URPN.

(10/625823).APP.

POS near (purse or wallet)

eyeeeeeeencceeeeee anaes

IPOS same8(contactless 0orTproximity or
|PPID) adj (payment or transaction)
 

 1S248 and ((merchant or vendor) near
(purse or wallet))

Sisanduoaanovenah$248 and ((merchant or vendor) adj

| (purse or wallet))

virtual adj POS

Sene

,1$252 and (contactless or proximity or
|RFID) adj (paymentor transaction)
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fs254 7 [$252 and (emv) adj (paymentor ||US-PGPUB; [OR {2017/09/ 25:
‘itransaction) |USPAT; 2:37

yo | HUSOCR;
| FPRS;

EPO; JPO
HDERWEN

contactless or proximity or RFID) adj
invoic$4 or bill$4) 

atat —

u(NFC) adj (invoic$4 or bill$4)
ul
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see! hee Se

 |((payment or transaction) adj
Iprocess$4)  

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 
 

  
 

wallet) and NFC ::

:\333
i

merchant-to-person)

 

 

 

 
 

 

1S267 #(person-to-merchant) and (contactless #US-PGPUB; }OR OFF 2017/09/25:
\ or proximity or RFID) adj (payment or #USPAT; i 121:19 i

USOCR;{itransaction)
i FPRS;\333
i

4(person-to-merchant) and (nfc) adj
(payment or transaction)

u(person-to-merchant) and (nfc)

SSuEEERRSeheteSEESLEEEEEEEEE EEE EE EEE EEE EEEEE EEE EEA EEEEREEEELEEEEEEES Menno cursssnsspannanan!focounepnennnsenesssssnssndfensssssssnnnnnnennedAasesseesspeenssssesnsnnnant

(payment or transaction) same (wallet
jor purse)

\333
i
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([so72“and (electronicoorTrdigitaloorre)adj|lu
(invoic$4 or bill$4) |

1$272 and (wireless or paperless or nfc )

Ir (invoic$4 or bill$4) ‘

i(contactless or proximity or RFID or
infec) adj (paymentor transaction) and
ii(wireless or paperless or nfc ) adj
'(invoic$4 or bill$4)

i(ccontactless0orTproximityoorrRFIDoor
info) adj (payment or transaction) near
urequest

4(person-to-merchant) and ((smart or
iichip or RFID or IC) adj card)

person-to-person) and ((contactless or|
|smart or chip or RFID or IC) adj card)

|[2017/09/25)
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s280‘and:‘(transmit$4oorsrsends)“adj
(payment or transaction) near request

(person-to-person) same ((contactless
‘lor smart or chip or RFID or IC) adj
|card)

 

|;;uuuu
u

isoat“and“(electronic near (purse or
jiwallet))
 

\;

$281 and mobile adj (transaction or

payment)
 

Ihcinnee_ta_annaimarandmahileadbusiness-to-consumer and mobile adj

(transaction or payment)
i

 

\icard- to-card and (nfc or contactless or 4US-PGPUB; }OR
i i RFID or proximity or wireless) adj USPAT;

i | (transaction or payment) USOCR;
 
 

  
 

ycard- to-card and (nfc or contactless or
| RFID or proximity or wireless) near
ii(transaction or payment)i
ul
i
3iti
at
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S289 and mobile adj (transaction or
payment)

u
3iti
at

H(client-side) adj (transaction or
payment)u

u
3
i

uMt

'
il
iuu
at

4$293 and (mobile adj (payment or
itransaction))

u
3iti
at

#S293 and (nfc adj (paymentor
utransaction))
i

client adj side) adj (transaction or
Hpoayment)

utransaction))
d
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  49296 and (nfc adj (payment or

|jtransaction))
 

  annnelneeeee basannneed beeen

(closed-loop adj (payment or
iitransaction))

  
  

  
4358

 
 
 
 

 

$299 and (nfc adj (paymentor

| transaction))

 
 
 

S300 and (mobile adj (paymentor
‘itransaction))
 

 aaaaa!ances aaa! heey at

"20100114773"

 
   1535 (mobile or virtual) adj (wallet or purse)

; near (payment or transaction) ‘
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418306 and (secure adj element)

 

aenenevenentnetienneteetnnnnetnaenl aneneee weehis we

20140187153"

 (smartcard) and (electronic or digital)

Hadj (bill or invoice)

anneneseneeeneEEREEEEEEEEEeenbcunetaaneenenes

smartcard) with (electronic or digital)4
adj (bill or invoice)

  

 (electronic or digital) adj (bill or invoice) |
|adj (paymentor transaction) \
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48315 11267 ‘(electronic or digital or virtual) adj (bill |US-PGPUB;|OR i 2017/10/05:
\ i “or invoice) adj (paymentor WUSPAT; ; 0:40 ;

|transaction) 4USOCR;
\ |FPRS;

EPO; JPO

49315 and nfc

  (

{jor invoice) adj (transaction or
payment)

electronic or virtual or digital) adj (bill |

  
|a

Jor proximity) adj (payment or
transaction)

electronic or-virtual 0or digital) adj  (
i(check) and (nfc or wireless or
| contactless or proximity) adj
(transaction or payment)

SSUES EEESRStheeEEEEEEUEEEL LEE EEE EEE EEEEEEEE EE EEEBELLEAnneeores

(electronic or virtual or digital) adj
{i (check) and ((nfc or wireless or
‘icontactless or proximity) adj
{i(transaction or payment))

  
 

 
 

 

$322 and POS
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Sate"20140143104"

20100274677"

("20090170559") or

1("20120191612")).PN.

 

YOFF=2017/10/09
i 11:48 i

 

4"5748737".pn.

u(electronic or digital or virtual) adj
(wallet or purse)

16331 and POS
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‘(electronic 0orrdigitaloorr virtual) adi“(bill | HU
vor invoic$4) adj (payment) and (nfc or |
‘Icontactless or proximity) adj (payment
‘lor transaction)

1201 30138517"

(electronic or digital) near (bill$4 or
Hinvoic$4 or check)

 
120 18/04/06;
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("20070253187") oi ("20090309748")
‘lor ("20120323676") .PN.~~F

nfc near (invoice or bill)
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(rfid or NFC) adj tag

#S$355 same (bill or invoice)

rfid or NFC) adj (bill or invoice)

 

2019/03/19:
120: 14
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"20110112968"

13/168,072

 
 

  
  

 
Ref hits [Searen Query  DBs Default ‘Plurals Time

evi Qperatorot. 
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12015/03/26
416: i

 

$167 and (electronic or digital) near

(invoiceorcheck)

‘16:

2015/03/26!
16:59

1201/03/26:
16:59

2015/03/26:
16:59

2015/03/26:
116:

(trusted near service near i \ 2015/03/26)

Sika and (trusted near service near JUSPAT HOR 015/03/26
cewwna{lanag$s)

12015/03/26:
17:00 ;

12015/03/26:
‘17:00

    
8/ 23/2019 6:45:23 AM

C:\ Users\ ahayles\ Documents\ EAST\ Workspaces\ 14728349_CONTACTLESSpos.wsp
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IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARKOFFICE

Applicant(s): Xiangzhen Xie etal
Title: Trusted Service Management Process
Serial No.: 14/728,349
Filing Date: 06/02/2015
Confirmation: 5346

Examiner: Ashford Hayles
Group Art Unit: 3687
Docket No.: RFID-085C1

July 25, 2019
Mail Stop: No-Fee Amendment
Commissionerfor Patents

P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

Responseto Final OA (RCE)

DearSir:

In response to Office Action dated 03/25/2019, the Applicant respectfully

requests the Examinerto enter the following amendments:

AMENDMENTSTO THE CLAIMSarereflectedin the listing of claims which

begins on page 2 of this Response.

REMARKS/ARGUMENTSbegin on page 8 of this Response.
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AMENDMENTSTO THE CLAIMS

Please amend Claims 1, 12 and 18 asfollows:

1. (Currently amended) A method for mobile payment, the method comprising:

causing a mobile device to capture data directly from a tag physically presented

thereto, wherein the tag receives the data directly from a POS device and allows

the mobile device to capture the data therefrom, the data ermibecsded in the tac

including an electronic invoice and settlement information with a merchant

associated with the POS device;

extracting the electronic invoice from the captured deta in the mobile device:   

displaying the electronic invoice on a display of the mobile device to show an

amount to be paid by a userof the mobile device, wherein the mobile device is

configured to execute an installed application therein to capture the data from the

 (AGMaciany,

receiving an entry by the mobile device, the entry including an additional amount

from the user;

calculating a total amount by adding the additional amount to the amountin the

electronic invoice:

generating a payment requestin the mobile device in response to the electronic

invoice after the user has chosen a paying instrument, wherein the payment

request includes the total amount and the settlementinformation;

displaying the electronic invoice on the display of the mobile device for the user to

verify the payment request along with the chosen paying instrument;

sending the payment request from the mobile device to a payment gateway, wherein

the payment gateway sends a messagedirectly to the POS device that a monetary

transaction per the payment request sent from the mobile device has been

successfully completed in the payment gateway with the POS device when an

amount equivalent to the total amount is deducted from an account associated with

the user, and
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recording a confirmation in the mobile device that the monetary transaction per the

payment request has been successfully completed with respect to the electronic

invoice.

. (Previously amended) The methcd asrecited in claim 1, wherein said causing a

mobile device to capture data directly fram a tag physically presented thereto

includes placing the mobile device near the tag.

. (Previously amended) The methodas recited in claim 2, wherein the POS device

provides security and authentication to generate the electronic bill and transfer the

data to the tag.

. (Previously amended) The method asrecited in claim 1, wherein said displaying the

electronic invoice on a display of the mobile device comprises:

allowing the userto verify the amountin the electronic invoice and make a change

to the amount when needed; and

paying the total amount with the chosen paying instrument, wherein the chosen

paying instrumentis selected from a group consisting of an electronic wallet

already created in the mobile device, a traditional credit or debit card, and an

electronic transfer.

. (Previously amended) The method asrecited in claim 1 further comprising: causing

the mobile device to execute an installed module upon detecting the POS devicein

a nearfield of the mobile device, wherein the installed module is executed to receive

the data directly from the tag carrying the electronic invoice and the settlement

information.

. (Previously amended) The methodas recited in claim 5, wherein the data further

includes security information about the merchant associated with the POS device,

the security information includes an account and bankinformation of the registered

merchant, an identifier of the tag or the POS device.
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7. (Previously amended) The methodasrecited in claim 6, wherein said sending the

payment request from the mobile device to a payment gateway comprises:

transporting the payment request over a secured channel to the payment gateway,

wherein the payment gateway is configured to perform the monetary transaction

per the payment request by deducting an amount from an account owned by the

user and generates an electronic notification for sending to the POS device.

8. (Previously amended) The methodas recited in claim 7, wherein said displaying the

electronic invoice on the display of the mobile device comprises:

allowing the user to modify the amountin the electronic invoice when needed;

paying the total amount with an electronic payment provided by an installed

module in the mobile device, wherein the installed module in the mobile device is

configured to generate the payment request including the data pertaining to the

electronic invoice to the payment gatewayfor processing.

9. (Previously amended) The method asrecited in claim 8, wherein data exchange

between the mobile device and the payment gateway is conducted in a secured

channel established therebetween.

10. (Previously amended) The methodas recited in claim 9, wherein the mobile device

includes a secure element providing security and confidentiality required to support

secure data communication between the mobile device and the payment gateway.

1 Ss (Previously amended) The method asrecited in claim 9, wherein said notifying the

userin the mobile device that then monetary transaction per the payment request

has been successfully completed with the POS device comprising: sending a

notification of successful payment to the merchantof the POS device.

12. (Currently amended) A method for mobile payment, the method comprising:
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generating a set of data in a point of sale (POS) device, the data including an

electronic invoice and settlement information with a merchant associated with the

POS device;

whag-embedcing the data directly to a tag; 

presenting the tag to the mobile device;

causing the mobile device to capture the data from the tag, wherein the mobile

device executes an installed application therein to retrigve an amount in ihe

electronic invoice from the data ard generate a payment request in responseto

the captured data, the payment request being sent to a payment gatewayincludes

a total amount combining an additional amount added by a user of the mobile

device and asthe amount expressed in the electronic invoice; and

receiving a message in the POS device directly from the payment gateway that the

electronic invoice has been settled but for the total amount more than the amount

expressed in the electronic invoice, wherein the payment gateway is configured to

send the messagedirectly to the POS device when an amountequivalent to the

total amount is deducted from an account associated with the user of the mobile

devices.

13. (Previously amended) The methodasrecited in claim 12, wherein the tag is

presented near the mobile device to allow the user to use the mobile device to

capture the data.

14. (Previously amended) The methodasrecited in claim 13, wherein the POS device is

provided with security and authentication to generate the electronic invoice.

15. (Previously amended) The methodasrecited in claim 14, wherein the data includes

security information of the merchant associated with the POS device, the security

information includes an account and bank information, an identifier of the tag or the

POSdevice.

5
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16. (Previously amended) The methodasrecited in claim 15, wherein the message

received in the POS device shows how much has been received from the userof the

mobile device.

17.(Previously amended) The methodasrecited in claim 12, wherein data exchange

between the mobile device and the payment gateway is conducted in a secured

channel established between the mobile device and the payment gateway.

18.(Currently amended) A system for mobile payment, the system comprising:

a point of sale (POS) device provided to generate a set of aate-cataincluding an

electronic invoice uponreceiving an entry, wherein the data including the electronic

invoice and settlementinformation is transferred to a tag,s-a_mobile device is

executing a module configured to capture the data directly from the tag physically

ice andinthe electpresented thereto,exiractanamountexoress 
 

 

display as-iheamount in the mobile deviceaxerassaqchinihaw SSAVOICe; and

wherein

the POS device receives an electronic notification directly from a payment gateway

that the electronic invoice has been settled for a total amount including an

additional amount and the amount expressedin the electronic invoice, the

additional amountis added by the user, after the user of the mobile devices verifies

the electronic invoice displayed on the mobile device and authorizes a paymentto

the electronic invoice, the mobile device is configured to generate a payment

request to be sent to the payment gateway to proceed with a payment according to

the payment request.

19. (Previously amended) The system asrecited in claim 18, wherein the data from the

POSdevice includes an account and bank information of the merchant of the POS

device.

20. (Previously amended) The system as recited in claim 19, wherein the payment

gateway acts to deduct an amount equivalent to the total amount from an account
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associated with the user of the mobile devices and generates the electronic

notification for the POS device.
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REMARKS

Claims 1 - 20 were examined again. In the Office Action dated 03/25/2019,

Claims 1, 2, 4, 5, 12 and 17-20 are rejected under pre-AlA 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being

unpatentable over Gallagher U.S. Patent Application Publication 201 1/0173060

(hereinafter “Gallagher’) in view of Brendell et al. U.S. Patent Application Publication

2013/0048717 (hereinafter “Brendell’), Claims 3, 6-11, 14-15 are rejected under pre-AlA

35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over Gallagher in view of Brendell furtherin

view of Florek et al. 2011/0112968 (hereinafter “Florek”), and Claim 16 is rejected under

pre-AlA 35 U.S.C. 103{a) as being unpatentable over Gallagherin view of Brendell in

view of Florek further in view of Shank et al. U.S. Patent Application Publication

2011/0066550 (hereinafter “Shank’).

The Applicant appreciates the Examinerfor providing detailed comments in the

Office Action. In the foregoing amendments, Claims 1, 12 and 18 have been amended.

No new matters have been introduced. Reconsideration of pending claims is

respectfully requested.

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 103

On Page 4 of this Office Action, Claims 1, 2, 4, 5, 12 and 17-20 are rejected

underpre-AlA 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over Gallagher in view of

Brendell.

As amended, Claim 1 now recites:

causing a mobile device to capture data directly from a tag physically presented

thereto, wherein the tag receives the data directly from a POS device and allows

the mobile device to capture the data therefrom, the data embedded in the tag

including an electronic invoice and settlement information with a merchant

associated with the POS device;

extracting the electronic invoice from the captured data in the mobile device:

displaying the electronic invoice on a display of the mobile device to show _an

amount to be paid by a user of the mobile device, wherein the mobile device is

configured to execute an installed application therein to capture the data from the

tag,
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(emphasis added)

As shownin FIG. 1, the mobile device 110 is getting the data directly from a tag

(e.g., the contactless card 108), where the tag includes data generated and transferred

onto the tag by the POS 106. In other words, the tag itself or data thereonis illegible

visually, namely embeddedin the tag. As explicitly shown in blocks 126 and 128 of FIG.

1B, an amount being chargedis not visually available to a user (aka, customer) when

being presentedto the user with the tag. The invoice must be retrieved from the

captured data. Claim 1 is now amended to explicitly recite “extracting the electronic

invoice from the captured data in the mobile device” and “displaying the electronic

invoice on a display of the mobile device to show an amountto be paid by a userof the

mobile device”.

In contrast, Gallagher teaches using a check presenter 2 that includes a wireless

communication device 44 and a transparent window 48. As described in Para [0026], a

physical guest check is presented to the user, where the check containsall the details

of the meal and the total amount due. The window enlarges a logo 46 when the checkis

removedto alert the guest that the check can be settled by the guest's wireless mobile

device. The subtle difference between Gallagher and Claim 1 as amendedis that the

user knows exactly how muchto pay before using his/her mobile device to settle the

transaction in Gallagher while the user would not see exactly how muchto pay before

using his/her mobile device in Claim 1 of the instant application. Another important

distinction from Gallagheris that the user must use his/her mobile device to capture the

data from the tag, where the invoice or the amount dueis retrieved from the captured

data. Accordingly, the Applicant submits Gallagher neither teaches nor suggests but

teaches away from “the data embeddedin the tag including an electronic invoice and

settlement information” and “extracting the electronic invoice from the captured data in

the mobile device”. Claim 1 as amendedshall be allowable over Gallagher.

On Page 7 of the Office Action, the Examiner admits Gallagherfails to explicitly

state wherein the payment gateway sends a messagedirectly to the POS device that a
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monetary transaction per the payment request sent from the mobile device has been

successfully completed in the payment gateway with the POS device when an amount

equivalent to the total amount is deducted from an account associated with the user,

and then cites Brendell to show the teaching in combination.

The Applicant respectfully contests the combination of Gallagher and Brendell as

it is believed that there is no motivation to combine these two references in the manner

proposed by the Examiner. In order to establish a prima facie case of obviousness

under 35 USC 103, Graham v. John Deer Co. of Kansas City, 383 US 1 (1966) requires

determining, respectively, the scope and content of the prior art, the difference between

the prior art and the claims at issue, and the level of ordinary skilled in the art.

Rejections on obviousness grounds cannot be sustained by mere conclusory

statements; instead, there must be some articulated reasoning with somerational

underpinning, to support the legal conclusion of obviousness. KSR v. Teleflex, No. 04-

1350 (US Apr. 30, 2007) (citing In re Kahn, 441 F. 3d 977, 988 (Canada Fed. 2006)).

The suggestion to make the claim combination must be found in the prior art, not in the

Applicant’s disclosure. In re Vaek, 20 USPQ2d 1438 (Fed. Cir. 1991). Moreover, in

accordance with MPEP 2142.02, eachprior art reference must be consideredin its

entirety, i.e., as a whole, including portions that would lead away from the claimed

invention. WL.Gore & Associates Inc. v. Garlock, Inc. 220 USPQ 303 (Fed. Cir. 1993).

A third essential requirement for establishing a prima facie case, set forth in MPEP

2143.01 is that the proposed modification cannot renderthe prior art unsatisfactory for

its intended purpose.

Brendell teaches contactless payments in a retail environmentin which an

invoice is generated on a merchant's server (merchant system 202) once a transaction

is about to occur. As explicitly shown in FIG. 3 or 4, a user (consumer) useshis/her

mobile device to scan a RFID tag 110 to access the invoice based on the tag’s ID or a

link. A payment can be madedirectly to the merchant system 202, hence a notification

is sent to the merchant. It is believed that the Examiner has viewed that the merchant

system 202 and the merchant POS terminal are two different entities. In view of Claim 1

of the instant application, there is a payment gateway whichis a third party to the user
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and merchant. The paymentnotification from the merchant system 202 to a POS

terminal is not equivalent to a paymentnotification from the payment gatewayto a

merchant as the merchant system 202 still needs a payment gatewayto settle a

payment. Nevertheless, the modification of Gallagher with Brendell would not cure the

deficiencies in Gallagher as discussed above. Accordingly, Claim 1 as amendedshall

be allowable over Gallagher and Brendell, viewed alone or in combination.

Reconsideration of Claims 1-11 is kindly requested.

Claim 12 and Claim 18 have been amended similarly to Claim 1. Without

repeating the same, the Applicant wishes to rely upon the above arguments/reasons

supporting Claim 1 to support Claim 12 and 18 and submits the combination of

Gallagher and Brendell fails to suggest "fo retrieve an amountin the electronic invoice

from the data” and “extract an amount expressedin the electronic invoice". Accordingly,

the Applicant submits Claim 12 and 18 as amended shall be allowable over Gallagher

and Brendell, viewed alone or in combination. Reconsideration of Claims 12-20 is kindly

requested.

The patentability of the independent claims has been argued specifically as set

forth above and thus Applicant will not take this opportunity to argue further the merits of

the rejection with regard to each dependent claim. However, Applicant does not

concedethat the dependent claims are not independently patentable and reserves the

right to argue the patentability of the dependentclaims at a later date if necessary.

In view of the above amendments and remark, the Applicant believes that Claims

1-20 shall be in condition for allowance over the cited references. Early and favorable

action is being respectfully solicited.

If there are any issues remaining which the Examiner believes could be resolved

through either a Supplementary Response or an Examiner's Amendment, the Examiner

is respectfully requested to contact the undersigned at (408)777-8873.
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| hereby certify that this correspondenceis
being deposited with the United States Postal
Service asfirst class mail in an envelope
addressed to " Mail Stop: No-fee Amendment
Commissionerfor Patents, P.O. Box 1450,
Alexandria, VA 22313-1450", July 24, 2019. e-
filed.

Name:__Joe Zheng

Sianature: / ioe zhena /

 

12

Respectfully submitted;

/ joe zheng /

Joe Zheng
Reg.: No. 39,450
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PTO/SB/06 (09-11)
Approvedfor use through 1/31/2014. OMB 0651-0032

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are required to respond to a collection of information unlessit displays a valid OMB control number.
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DETAILED ACTION

Amendmentreceived on February 14, 2019 has been acknowledged. Claims 1-6, 8, 12-15 and 18

have been amended and entered. Therefore, claims 1-20 are pending.

Response to Arguments

Applicant’s arguments with respect to claims 1-6, 8, 12-15 and 18 have been considered but are

moot because the arguments do not apply to any of the references being used in the current rejection.

Claim Objections

Claim 18 is objected to because of the following informalities: The amendmentto claim 18

appearsto read: “a set of date including”. Based on the contextof the claim language it appears that

date should be data. Appropriate correction is required.
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Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 112

The following is a quotation of 35 U.S.C. 112(b):
(b) CONCLUSION.—The specification shall conclude with one or more claims particularly pointing out
and distinctly claiming the subject matter which the inventor or a joint inventor regards as the
invention.

The following is a quotation of 35 U.S.C. 112 (pre-AlA), second paragraph:
The specification shall conclude with one or moreclaims particularly pointing out and distinctly
claiming the subject matter which the applicant regards as his invention.

Claims 1 and 5 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 112(b) or 35 U.S.C. 112 (pre-AlA), second paragraph,

as being indefinite for failing to particularly point out and distinctly claim the subject matter which the

inventoror a joint inventor, or for pre-AlA the applicant regards as the invention.

Claim 1 recites the limitation "the medium”in line 11. There is insufficient antecedent basis for

this limitation in the claim.

Claim 5 recites: “causing the mobile device to execute an installed module upon detecting the

POS device in a nearfield of the mobile device”

The claims as amendedare directed toward a POS device writing data to a tag that is physically

brought to the customerto read the electronic invoice. Claim 5 now requires that the mobile device

engage a POS device via NFC communication. It is unclear as to why the mobile device would enter a

near field communication with the POS device whenthe claims are directed toward reading data from a

tag. The Examiner is interpreting claim 5 as executing an application installed within the mobile device

upon detecting the tag in a near field of the mobile device. Appropriateclarification is requested.
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Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 103

The following is a quotation of pre-AlA 35 U.S.C. 103(a) which forms the basis forall obviousness

rejections set forth in this Office action:

(a) A patent may not be obtained though theinvention is not identically disclosed or described as set
forth in section 102, if the differences between the subject matter sought to be patented and the
prior art are such that the subject matter as a whole would have been obviousat the time the
invention was madeto a person having ordinaryskill in the art to which said subject matter pertains.
Patentability shall not be negatived by the manner in which the invention was made.

The text of those sectionsof Title 35, U.S. Code not included in this action can be found ina

prior Office action.

Claims 1, 2, 4, 5, 12 and 17-20 are rejected underpre-AlA 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being

unpatentable over Gallagher U.S. Patent Application Publication 2011/0173060in view of Brendell et

al. U.S. Patent Application Publication 2013/0048717.

As perClaim 1, Gallagher discloses a method for mobile payment, the method comprising:

causing a mobile device to capture data directly from a tag physically presented thereto (pg.3, 7 [0037]

discusses the guest recognizes the logo 46, highlighted by the magnifying window 48,as indicating a

wireless payment capability and brings his wireless mobile device 62 near the logo. In step 106, the

wireless mobile device 62 establishes communication with the wireless communication device 44 and

reads the stored paymentfacilitating information),

wherein the tag receives the data directly from a POS device and allows the mobile device to

capture the data therefrom (pg.3, {| [0034] discusses the restaurant management module running in the

restaurant POS system 52 displays the guest check for the correct table where the guestis sitting. In

step 100, when the waiter brings a check presenter near the wireless reader/writer 54, the restaurant

management module writes several payment facilitating information to the memory of the wireless

communication device 44 attached to the check presenter2 throughthe wireless reader/writer 54)
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the data including an electronic invoice and settlement information with a merchant associated

with the POSdevice (pg.3, 4] [0034] discusses the paymentfacilitating information includes the following

information: 1) restaurant identifier, 2) unique identifier of the wireless communication device 44,if not

presentalready, 3) identifier of the table where the guestis sitting, 4) identifier of the guest check, 5)

location information of the restaurant interface system 56 such as the URL (Uniform Resource Locator)

and6)identifier of a restaurant application which is to be run by the wireless mobile device 62 of the

guest whenthe device is brought near the wireless communication device 44);

displaying the electronic invoice on a display of the mobile device to show an amountto be paid

by a user of the mobile device (pg.3, 4] [0041] discusses the guest review the guest check information

either on the wireless mobile device or the physical check),

wherein the mobile device is configured to execute an installed application therein to capture

the data from the medium (pg.3, {] [0038] discusses the wireless mobile device 62 will attempt to

downloadit through the restaurant interface system 56 using the URL provided by the wireless

communication device 44. If the wireless mobile device 62 does locate the application within the device

itself, it will load and execute the program. Thus, any subsequentsteps donebythe wireless mobile

device 62 are under the control of the restaurant application);

receiving an entry by the mobile device, the entry including an additional amount from the user

(pg.3, §] [0041] discusses the guest review the guest check information either on the wireless mobile

device or the physical check and addsany gratuity to the total);

calculating a total amount by adding the additional amount to the amountin the electronic

invoice (pg.3, 7 [0041] discusses the guest reviews the guest check information either on the wireless

mobile device 62 or the physical check and addsany gratuity to the total);

generating a payment request in the mobile device in response to the electronic invoice after

the user has chosen a paying instrument (pg.4, 4 [0041] discusses upon selection of a financial
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instrument to use for payment by the guest, the wireless mobile device 62 retrieves the selected

financial instrument information from a secure memoryarea of the mobile device),

wherein the payment request includes the total amount and the settlement information (pg.4, 4]

[0042] discusses the wireless mobile device 62 transmits the paymentfacilitating information, the

retrieved financial instrument information and the total amountincluding the gratuity to the restaurant

interface system 56 for processing the payment);

displaying the electronic invoice on the display of the mobile device for the user to verify the

payment request along with the chosen paying instrument(pg.4, 4] [0041] discusses upon selection of a

financial instrument to use for payment 4 [0042] discusses upon approvalby the guest);

sending the payment request from the mobile device to a payment gateway (pg.4, 4] [0043]

discusses the wireless mobile device 62 can transmit the paymentfacilitating information, the retrieved

financial instrument information and the total amountdirectly to the payment processing system 58 for

processing the payment),

recording a confirmation in the mobile device that the monetary transaction per the payment

request has been successfully completed with respect to the electronic invoice (pg.4, 4] [0042] discusses

the paymentprocessing system 58 transmits the received approval message to the wireless mobile

device 62 as receipt and to the restaurant POS system 52 to indicate to the restaurant management

software that the guest check has beenpaid).

Gallagher teaches the payment processing system 58 processes the payment authorization ina

known manner and returns an approval message to the restaurant interface system 56 and Figure4,

Step 118 Payment Approval Messageis transmitted to Restaurant POS System (pg.4, 4] [0042]), thereby

transferring funds from the customer to the merchant and providing a notification of such transfer to

the POSsystem.
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However, Gallagherfails to explicitly state wherein the payment gateway sends a message

directly to the POS device that a monetary transaction per the payment request sent from the mobile

device has been successfully completed in the payment gateway with the POS device when an amount

equivalent to the total amount is deducted from an account associated with the user.

Brendell teaches wherein the payment gateway sends a messagedirectly to the POS device that

a monetary transaction per the payment request sent from the mobile device has been successfully

completed in the payment gateway with the POS device when an amount equivalent to the total

amountis deducted from an account associated with the user (pg.3, 4] [0023] discusses the consumer

can provide the information to a personal bank, where the bank receives the amount due and the

merchantinformation, along with a consumeridentifier. Once the consumeris identified and verified,

the bank may approve the transaction and submit paymentof the amount due to the merchantof

record as indicated by the merchant information. Such a transaction has additional security in that the

consumer's account numberis never transmitted during the processing).

Therefore it would have been obvious to one of ordinaryskill in the art of contactless payments

at the time of the invention to modify the system of Gallagher to include the ability to deduct the total

bill amount from a customer’s bank account and send the merchantan indication of the transaction as

taught by Brendall to provide a contactless payment system for merchanttransactions(e.g., a

restaurant) comprises generating, at the contactless payment system,a totalbill of purchases associated

with a consumer, associating a unique identifier of a RFID tag or a QR code with the total bill,

transmitting the total bill and associated unique identifier to a consumer accessible payment network,

and receiving payment from the consumer forsatisfaction of the total bill. Abstract

As perClaim 2, Gallagher discloses the method as recited in claim 1, wherein said causing a

mobile device to capture data directly from tag physically presented thereto includes placing the mobile

device near the tag (Figure 4, Step 104, Guest brings mobile device near the guest check presenter).
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As perClaim 4, Gallagher discloses the method as recited in claim 1, wherein said displaying the

electronic invoice on a display of the mobile device comprises:

allowing the user to verify the amountin the electronic invoice and make a change to the

amount when needed (Figure 4, Step 110, Guest ReviewsBill and Adds Gratuity); and

paying the total amount with the chosen paying instrument(Figure 4, Step 112, Mobile Device

Retrieves Financial Instrument Information From Mobile Device),

wherein the chosen paying instrumentis selected from a traditional credit or debit card, and an

electronic transfer (pg.4, 4 [0041] discusses the wireless mobile device 62 retrieves the selected

financial instrument information from a secure memory area of the mobile device. The financial

instrument information can include an account number, name of the accountholder, expiration date

and CVV (card verification value) and the like).

However, Gallagheris silent regarding group consisting of an electronic wallet already created in

the mobile device,

Brendell teaches group consisting of an electronic wallet already created in the mobile device

(pg.3, 4] [0022] discusses the contactless-enabled device 120 may store multiple accounts which the

consumer mayselect from to make the payment, Incorporated Reference 13/215,111 pg. 3, 4 [0027]

discussesvirtual wallet program).

Therefore it would have been obvious to one of ordinaryskill in the art of contactless payments

at the time of the invention to modify the system of Gallagherto include the ability to include a virtual

wallet within the mobile device as taught by Brendall to provide a contactless payment system for

merchant transactions(e.g., a restaurant) comprises generating, at the contactless payment system, a

total bill of purchases associated with a consumer, associating a unique identifier of a RFID tag or a QR

code with the totalbill, transmitting the total bill and associated unique identifier to a consumer
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accessible payment network, and receiving payment from the consumerforsatisfaction of the total bill.

Abstract

As perClaim 5, Gallagher discloses the method as recited in claim 1 further comprising:

causing the mobile device to execute an installed module upon detecting the POS device ina

near field of the mobile device (pg.3, 7 [0034] discusses and identifier of a restaurant application which

is to be run by the wireless mobile device 62 of the guest when the device is brought near the wireless

communication device 44)

wherein the installed module is executed to receive the data directly from the tag carrying the

electronic invoice and the settlement information (pg.3, [0038] discusses Based on the restaurant

application identifier, the wireless mobile device 62 attempts to locate the application in its data

storage... If the wireless mobile device 62 does locate the application within the deviceitself, it will load

and execute the program. Thus, any subsequentsteps done bythe wireless mobile device 62 are under

the control of the restaurant application, 4] [0040] discusses the line item details of the guest check can

be programmedinto the data storage of the wireless communication device 44 in step 100 in which case

such data will be read by the wireless mobile device 62 in step 106).

AsperClaim 12, Gallagher discloses a method for mobile payment, the method comprising:

generating a set of data ina point of sale device, the data including an electronic invoice and

settlement information with a merchant associated with the POS device (pg.3, 4] [0034] discusses upon

instruction by the waiter, the restaurant management module running in the restaurant POS system 52

displays the guest check for the correct table where the guestis sitting. In step 100, when the waiter

brings a check presenter near the wireless reader/writer 54, the restaurant management module writes

several paymentfacilitating information to the memory of the wireless communication device 44

attached to the check presenter2 through the wireless reader/writer 54... the paymentfacilitating

information includes the following information: 1) restaurant identifier, 2) unique identifier of the
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wireless communication device 44, if not present already, 3) identifier of the table where the guestis

sitting, 4) identifier of the guest check, 5) location information of the restaurant interface system 56

such as the URL (Uniform Resource Locator) and 6) identifier of a restaurant application whichis to be

run by the wireless mobile device 62 of the guest when the device is brought near the wireless

communication device 44),

transporting the data direct to a tag; (pg.3, {| [0034] discusses the restaurant management

module writes several paymentfacilitating information to the memoryof the wireless communication

device 44 attached to the check presenter2 through the wireless reader/writer 54)

presenting the tag to the mobile device (pg.3, {| [0036] discusses the waiter brings the

programmedguest check presenter 2 to the guest)

causing the mobile device to capture the data from the tag (pg.3, 4] [0037] the wireless mobile

device 62 establishes communication with the wireless communication device 44 and reads the stored

paymentfacilitating information),

wherein the tag receives the data directly from_a POS device and allows the mobile device to

capture the data therefrom (pg.3, {| [0034] discusses the restaurant management module running in the

restaurant POS system 52 displays the guest check for the correct table where the guestissitting. In

step 100, when the waiter brings a check presenter near the wireless reader/writer 54, the restaurant

management module writes several payment facilitating information to the memory of the wireless

communication device 44 attached to the check presenter2 throughthe wireless reader/writer 54)

the data including an electronic invoice and settlement information with a merchant associated

with the POS device (pg.3, 4 [0034] discusses the paymentfacilitating information includes the following

information: 1) restaurant identifier, 2) unique identifier of the wireless communication device 44,if not

present already, 3) identifier of the table where the guestis sitting, 4) identifier of the guest check, 5)

location information of the restaurant interface system 56 such as the URL (Uniform Resource Locator)
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and 6) identifier of a restaurant application which is to be run by the wireless mobile device 62 of the

guest whenthe device is brought near the wireless communication device 44);

wherein the mobile device executes an installed application therein to generate a payment

request in response to the captured data, the payment request being sent to a payment gateway

includes a total amount combining an additional amount added by a userof the mobile device and an

amountexpressedin the electronic invoice (pg.3, {| [0037] discusses the wireless mobile device 62

establishes communication with the wireless communication device 44 and reads the stored payment

facilitating information and pg.4, 4] [0042] discusses the wireless mobile device 62 transmits the

paymentfacilitating information, the retrieved financial instrument information and the total amount

including the gratuity to the restaurant interface system 56 for processing the payment); and

receiving a messagein the POS device directly from the payment gateway that the electronic

invoice has been settled but for the total amount more than the amount expressed in the electronic

invoice (pg.4, §] [0042] discusses the payment processing system 58 transmits the received approval

message to the wireless mobile device 62 as receipt and to the restaurant POS system 52 to indicate to

the restaurant managementsoftware that the guest check has been paid),

Gallagher teaches the paymentprocessing system 58 processes the paymentauthorization in a

known manner and returns an approval message to the restaurant interface system 56 and Figure 4,

Step 118 Payment Approval Messageis transmitted to Restaurant POS System (pg.4, 4 [0042]), thereby

transferring funds from the customer to the merchantand providing a notification of such transfer to

the POSsystem.

However, Gallagherfails to explicitly state wherein the payment gateway is configured to send

the messagedirectly to the POS device when an amount equivalent to the total amount is deducted

from an account associated with the user of the mobile devices.
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Brendell teaches wherein the payment gateway is configured to send the message directly to

the POS device when an amount equivalent to the total amountis deducted from an account associated

with the user of the mobile devices (pg.3, 1 [0023] discusses the consumer can provide the information

to a personal bank, where the bank receives the amount due and the merchantinformation, along with

a consumer identifier. Once the consumeris identified and verified, the bank may approve the

transaction and submit payment of the amount due to the merchant of record as indicated by the

merchant information. Such a transaction has additional security in that the consumer's account number

is never transmitted during the processing).

Therefore it would have been obvious to one of ordinaryskill in the art of contactless payments

at the time of the invention to modify the system of Gallagher to include the ability to deduct the total

bill amount from a customer’s bank account and send the merchantan indication of the transaction as

taught by Brendall to provide a contactless payment system for merchant transactions(e.g., a

restaurant) comprises generating, at the contactless payment system,a totalbill of purchases associated

with a consumer, associating a unique identifier of a RFID tag or a QR code with the total bill,

transmitting the total bill and associated unique identifier to a consumer accessible payment network,

and receiving payment from the consumer forsatisfaction of the total bill. Abstract

As perClaim 13, Gallagher discloses the method as recited in claim 12, wherein thetagis

presented near the mobile device to allow the user to use the mobile device to capture the data (Figure

4, Step 104, Guest brings mobile device near the guest check presenter, Step 106, Mobile Device Reads

Stored Information from Guest Check Presenter).

AsperClaim 17, Gallagher discloses the methodrecited in claim 12, wherein data exchange

between the mobile device and payment gateway is conducted in channel established between the

mobile device and payment gateway(pg.4, 4] [0043] discusses the wireless mobile device 62 can

transmit the paymentfacilitating information, the retrieved financial instrument information and the
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total amountdirectly to the payment processing system 58 for processing the payment...pg.3, 4] [0030]

discusses VISA™ interchange system).

However, Gallagherfails to explicit state a secured channel.

Brendell teaches a secured channel (pg.8, 4] [0074] discusses a webclient may implement

security protocols such as Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) and Transport Layer Security (TLS). A web client

may implement several application layer protocols including http, https, ftp, and sftp).

Therefore it would have been obvious to one of ordinaryskill in the art of contactless payments

at the time of the invention to modify the system of Gallagherto include the ability to include the ability

to communicate via known security protocols as taught by Brendall to provide a contactless payment

system for merchant transactions (e.g., a restaurant) comprises generating, at the contactless payment

system,a total bill of purchases associated with a consumer, associating a uniqueidentifier of a RFID tag

or a QR code with thetotalbill, transmitting the total bill and associated unique identifier to a consumer

accessible payment network, and receiving payment from the consumerforsatisfaction of the total bill.

Abstract

AsperClaim 18, Gallagher discloses a system for mobile payment, the system comprising:

a point of sale (POS) device provided to generate a set of data including an electronic invoice

upon receiving an entry (Figure 4, Step 100, Restaurant POS Module writesfacilitating information to

guest check presenter),

wherein the data including the electronic invoice and settlement informationis transferred to a

tag (pg.3, 1 [0034] discusses the paymentfacilitating information includes the following information: 1)

restaurantidentifier, 2) unique identifier of the wireless communication device 44, if not present

already, 3) identifier of the table where the guestis sitting, 4) identifier of the guest check, 5) location

information of the restaurant interface system 56 such as the URL (Uniform Resource Locator) and 6)
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identifier of a restaurant application which is to be run by the wireless mobile device 62 of the guest

when thedevice is brought near the wireless communication device 44),

the mobile device is executing a module configured to capture the data directly from the tag

physically presented thereto (Figure 4, Step 102, Waiter bring programmed guest check presenter to

guest, Step 106 Mobile Device Reads stored information from the guest check presenter and pg.3, 4]

[0038] discusses any subsequent steps doneby the wireless mobile device 62 are under the control of

the restaurant application); and

wherein the POS device receives an electronic notification directly from a payment gateway that

the electronic invoice has been settled for a total amount including an additional amount and the

amountexpressedin the electronic invoice (pg.4, {| [0042] discusses the paymentprocessing system 58

transmits the received approval messageto the wireless mobile device 62 as receipt and to the

restaurant POS system 52 to indicate to the restaurant managementsoftware that the guest check has

been paid and §] [0043] discusses the wireless mobile device 62 can transmit the paymentfacilitating

information, the retrieved financial instrument information and the total amount directly to the

paymentprocessing system 58 for processing the payment),

the additional amountis added by the user, after the user of the mobile devicesverifies the

electronic invoice displayed on the mobile device (Figure 4, Step 110 Guest ReviewsBill and Adds

Gratuity) and

authorizes a paymentto the electronic invoice (pg.4, 4] [0042] discusses approval by the guest),

the mobile device is configured to generate a payment request to be sent to the payment gateway to

proceed with a payment according to the payment request (pg.4, 4] [0042] discusses the wireless mobile

device 62 transmits the paymentfacilitating information, the retrieved financial instrumentinformation

and the total amountincluding the gratuity to the restaurant interface system 56 for processing the

payment...q [0043] discusses the wireless mobile device 62 can transmit the paymentfacilitating
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information, the retrieved financial instrument information and the total amount directly to the

paymentprocessing system 58 for processing the payment).

Brendell teaches wherein the POS device receives an electronic notification directly from a

payment gateway that the electronic invoice has been settled for a total amount including an additional

amountand the amountexpressedin the electronic invoice (pg.3, 4] [0023] discusses the consumercan

provide the information to a personal bank, where the bank receives the amount due and the merchant

information, along with a consumer identifier. Once the consumeris identified and verified, the bank

may approvethetransaction and submit payment of the amount due to the merchantof record as

indicated by the merchant information. Such a transaction has additional security in that the consumer's

account numberis never transmitted during the processing).

Therefore it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art of contactless payments

at the time of the invention to modify the system of Gallagher to include the ability to deduct the total

bill amount from a customer’s bank account and send the merchant an indication of the transaction as

taught by Brendall to provide a contactless payment system for merchanttransactions(e.g., a

restaurant) comprises generating, at the contactless payment system,a totalbill of purchases associated

with a consumer, associating a unique identifier of a RFID tag or a QR code with the total bill,

transmitting the total bill and associated unique identifier to a consumer accessible payment network,

and receiving payment from the consumer forsatisfaction of the total bill. Abstract

As per Claim 19, Gallagher discloses the system as recited in claim 18. However, Gallagheris

silent regarding wherein the data from the POSdevice includes an account and bank information of the

merchant of the POS device.

Brendell teaches wherein the data from the POS device includes an account and bank

information of the merchantof the POS device (pg.3, 4] [0023] discusses the transaction information, for

example, may include the amount due and merchant information.... the consumer can provide the
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information to a personal bank, where the bank receives the amount due and the merchant

information, along with a consumer identifier. Once the consumeris identified and verified, the bank

may approvethetransaction and submit payment of the amount due to the merchantof record as

indicated by the merchant information’).

Therefore it would have been obvious to one of ordinaryskill in the art of contactless payments

at the time of the invention to modify the system of Gallagher to include the ability to include a virtual

wallet within the mobile device as taught by Brendall to provide a contactless payment system for

merchant transactions(e.g., a restaurant) comprises generating, at the contactless payment system, a

total bill of purchases associated with a consumer, associating a unique identifier of a RFID tag or a QR

code with the totalbill, transmitting the total bill and associated unique identifier to a consumer

accessible payment network, and receiving payment from the consumerfor satisfaction of the total bill.

Abstract

As per Claim 20, Gallagher discloses the system of the claimed invention. However, Gallagher is

silent regarding wherein the payment gateway acts to deduct an amount equivalent to the total amount

from an accountassociated with the user of the mobile devices and generates the electronic notification

for the POSdevice.

Brendell teaches wherein the payment gatewayacts to deduct an amount equivalent to the

total amount from an account associated with the user of the mobile devices and generates the

electronic notification for the POS device (pg.3, 4] [0023] discusses the consumercan provide the

information to a personal bank, where the bank receives the amount due and the merchant

information, along with a consumer identifier. Once the consumeris identified and verified, the bank

may approvethetransaction and submit payment of the amount due to the merchant of record as

1 The cited portion of Brendell teaches that the merchant information includes an account and bank information of
a merchant because the bank needs such information to finalize a transaction.
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indicated by the merchant information. Such a transaction has additional security in that the consumer's

account numberis never transmitted during the processing).

Therefore it would have been obvious to one of ordinaryskill in the art of contactless payments

at the time of the invention to modify the system of Gallagherto include the ability to deduct the total

bill amount from a customer’s bank account and send the merchantan indication of the transaction as

taught by Brendall to provide a contactless payment system for merchanttransactions(e.g., a

restaurant) comprises generating, at the contactless payment system,a total bill of purchases associated

with a consumer, associating a unique identifier of a RFID tag or a QR code with the total bill,

transmitting the total bill and associated unique identifier to a consumer accessible payment network,

and receiving payment from the consumer forsatisfaction of the total bill. Abstract
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Claims3, 6-11, 14-15 are rejected under pre-AlA 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over

GallagherU.S. Patent Application Publication 2011/0173060 in view of Brendell US 2013/0054412

furtherin view of Florek et al. 2011/0112968.

Asper Claims 3 and 14, Gallagher discloses the methodasrecited in the claimed invention,

wherein the POS device generate the electronic bill and transfer the data to the tag (pg.3, 41 [0034]

discusses the restaurant management module running in the restaurant POS system 52 displays the

guest check for the correct table where the guestis sitting. In step 100, when the waiter brings a check

presenter near the wireless reader/writer 54, the restaurant management module writes several

paymentfacilitating information to the memoryof the wireless communication device 44 attached to

the check presenter 2 through the wireless reader/writer 54).

However, Gallagher and Brendell are silent regarding POS device provides security and

authentication.

Florek et al. teaches wherein POS device provides security and authentication (pg.6, §] [0045]

discusses Sales Device will be very small and simple. It can be in the form of a small box with a display

and keyboard through which the merchantwill enter the required payment amount. The identification

data can bestored directly in the corresponding element on the printed circuit of Sales Device, or they

can be stored on the ICC (integrated circuit card) card or on othercarriers as e.g. up until now known

SAM (Security Authentication Module) cards with cryptographic key).

Therefore it would have been obvious to one of ordinaryskill in the art of mobile commerce at

the time of the invention to modify the system of Gallagher and Dryeretal. to include the ability to

provide a merchantsales device with a security authentication module to conduct mobile transactions

as taught by Florek et al. to provide a method of direct debit payment using a contactless transmission

link and describes a configuration, in which a temporary payment terminal, with simplified structure

that is intended aboveall for small business premises, can be created using a mobile communication
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device. The solution refers to increase in security and comfort in paying over the mobile communication

device with removable memory card for example in the form of a micro SD card (pg.1, 4] [0001)).

AsperClaims 6 and 15, Gallagher discloses the claimed invention, wherein the data further

includes security information about the merchant associated with the POS device (pg.3, 7 [0034]

discusses the paymentfacilitating information includes the following information: 1) restaurant

identifier, 2)unique identifier of the wireless communication device 44,if not present already, 3)

identifier of the table where the guestis sitting, 4) identifier of the guest check, 5) location information

of the restaurant interface system 56 such as the URL (Uniform Resource Locator) and 6) identifier of a

restaurant application),

an identifier ofthetag or the POS device (pg.3, 4] [0034] discusses the paymentfacilitating

information includes the following information: 2) unique identifier of the wireless communication

device 44, if not present already.

However, Gallagheris silent regarding the security information includes an account and bank

information of the registered merchant.

Brendell teaches wherein the security information includes an account and bank information of

the registered merchant (pg.3, 4 [0023] discusses the transaction information, for example, may include

the amount due and merchant information.... the consumercan provide the information to a personal

bank, where the bank receives the amount due and the merchantinformation, along with a consumer

identifier. Once the consumeris identified and verified, the bank may approvethe transaction and

submit paymentof the amount dueto the merchant of record as indicated by the merchant

information’).

? The cited portion of Brendell teaches that the merchant information includes an account and bank information of
a merchant because the bank needs such information to finalize a transaction.
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Therefore it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art of contactless payments

at the time of the invention to modify the system of Gallagherto include the ability to include a virtual

wallet within the mobile device as taught by Brendall to provide a contactless payment system for

merchant transactions(e.g., a restaurant) comprises generating, at the contactless payment system, a

total bill of purchases associated with a consumer, associating a unique identifier of a RFID tag or a QR

code with the totalbill, transmitting the total bill and associated unique identifier to a consumer

accessible payment network, and receiving payment from the consumerforsatisfaction of the total bill.

Abstract

As per Claim 7, Gallagher discloses the claimed invention, wherein said sending the payment

request from the mobile device to a payment gateway comprises:

transporting the payment request over a secured channel to the payment gateway (pg.3, 4]

[0030] discusses forwarding request to appropriate interchange system such as VISA™?,

wherein the payment gatewayis configured to perform the monetary transaction per the

payment request by deducting an amountfrom an account ownedbythe user (pgs,2-3, 4] [0030]-[0031]

discusses when the paymentprocessing system 58 receives a credit card payment authorization request

from the restaurant interface system 56, it routes the request to the merchant's acquiring bank which

then forwards the request to the appropriate interchange system such as VISA™ which then routes the

request to the issuing bank of the credit card. The processis reversed for a payment authorization. The

authorization message from the issuing bank is routed to the interchange system and thento the

acquirer which routesit to the payment processing system 58 and

generates an electronic notification for sending to the POSdevice (Figure 4, Step 118, Payment

Approval message transmitted to Mobile Device and to Restaurant POS system).

3 Examinernotes,it is old and well known to one having ordinary skill at the time of the invention that in order to
communicatefinancial data with VISA™ one must use a secure channel.
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As perClaim 8, Gallagher discloses the method as recited in claim 7, wherein said displaying the

electronic invoice on the display of the mobile device comprises:

allowing the user to modify the amountin the electronic invoice when needed (Figure 4, Step

110, Guest ReviewsBill and Adds Gratuity),

paying the total amountwith an electronic payment provided by an installed module in the

mobile device (pg.4, {] [0042] discusses upon approval by the guest, the wireless mobile device 62

transmits the paymentfacilitating information, the retrieved financial instrumentinformation and the

total amountincluding the gratuity to the restaurant interface system 56 for processing the payment),

wherein the installed module in the mobile device is configured to generate the payment

request including the data pertaining to the electronic invoice to the payment gateway for processing

(pg.3, 4] [0038] discusses any subsequentsteps done bythe wireless mobile device 62 are under the

control of the restaurant application...pg.4, {| [0043] discusses the wireless mobile device 62 can

transmit the paymentfacilitating information, the retrieved financial instrument information and the

total amountdirectly to the payment processing system 58 for processing the payment).

AsperClaim 9, Gallagher discloses the method recited in claim 8, wherein data exchange

between the mobile device and the payment gatewayis conducted in a secured channel established

there between(pg.4, {| [0043] discusses the wireless mobile device 62 can transmit the payment

facilitating information, the retrieved financial instrument information and the total amountdirectly to

the paymentprocessing system 58 for processing the payment...pg.3, 1 [0030] discusses VISA™

interchange system).

However, Gallagherfails to explicit state a secure channel.

Brendell teaches(pg.8, {] [0074] discusses a web client may implement security protocols such

as Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) and Transport Layer Security (TLS). A web client may implement several

application layer protocols including http, https, ftp, and sftp).
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Therefore it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art of contactless payments

at the time of the invention to modify the system of Gallagher to include the ability to include the ability

to communicate via known security protocols as taught by Brendall to provide a contactless payment

system for merchant transactions (e.g., a restaurant) comprises generating, at the contactless payment

system,a total bill of purchases associated with a consumer, associating a uniqueidentifier of a RFID tag

or a QR code with thetotalbill, transmitting the totalbill and associated unique identifier to a consumer

accessible payment network, and receiving payment from the consumerforsatisfaction of the total bill.

Abstract

AsperClaim 10, Gallagher discloses the method asrecited in claim 9, wherein the mobile device

includes a secure elementproviding security and confidentiality required to support secure data

communication between the mobile device and the payment gateway(pg.4, 4] [0041] discusses retrieves

the selected financial instrument information from a secure memoryarea of the mobile device).

However, Gallagher and Brendell fail to explicitly state wherein the mobile device includes a

secure element.

Florek et al. teaches (pg.6, {] [0049] discusses several units of independent payment cards can

be stored on the removable memory card and that either on the physical separate secure elements or

on independent domains of one secure element. In this configuration the payment terminal application

can run directly on the removable memorycard and the data on the customer's paymentcard are not

sent over external readers and neither into internet area, a fact that has positive impact on the security

of the payment operation).

Therefore it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art of mobile commerce at

the time of the invention to modify the system of Gallagher and Brendell. to include a secure element to

store virtual cards of a customer on a mobile device as taught by Florek et al. to provide a method of

direct debit payment using a contactless transmission link and describes a configuration, in which a
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temporary paymentterminal, with simplified structure that is intended aboveall for small business

premises, can be created using a mobile communication device. The solution refers to increase in

security and comfort in paying over the mobile communication device with removable memorycard for

example in the form of a micro SD card (pg.1, 4 [0001)).

AsperClaim 11, Gallagher discloses the methodasrecited in claim 9, wherein said notifying the

user in the mobile device that then monetary transaction per the payment request has been successfully

completed with the POS device comprising:

sending a notification of successful payment to the merchantof the POS device (pg.4, 4] [0042]

discusses the paymentprocessing system 58 transmits the received approval messageto the wireless

mobile device 62 as receipt and to the restaurant POS system 52to indicate to the restaurant

managementsoftware that the guest check has been paid).
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Claim 16is rejected underpre-AlA 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over GallagherU.S.

Patent Application Publication 2011/0173060in view of Brendell US 2013/0054412in view of Florek

et al. 2011/0112968 furtherin view of Shank et al. U.S. Patent Application Publication 2011/0066550.

As perClaim 16, Gallagher, Brendall and Florek disclose the method as recited in claim 15.

However, Gallagher, Brendall and Florek are silent regarding wherein the message received in the POS

device shows how muchhas been received from the user of the mobile device.

Shank teaches wherein the message received in the POS device shows how muchhas been

received from the user of the mobile device (pg.6, {| [0062] discusses the result may be

communicated to the user via email, text message, or any suitable type of notification. An example of a

result 94 received by the billing device 12b isillustrated in FIG. 4F).

Therefore it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art of mobile commerce at

the time of the invention to modify the system of Gallagher, Brendall and Florek to include theability to

provide a merchant with notification regarding the completion of paymenttransaction as taught by

Shanket al. to provide a system and method where a gateway uses an authorization code to authorize a

transaction and to determine an accountfor each device. The gateway then instructs an account

managerto withdraw the payment amountfrom the accountof the first device and to depositit into the

accountof the second device (Abstract).
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Conclusion

Applicant's amendment necessitated the new ground(s) of rejection presentedin this Office

action. Accordingly, THIS ACTION IS MADE FINAL. See MPEP § 706.07(a). Applicant is reminded of the

extension of time policy as set forth in 37 CFR 1.136(a).

A shortenedstatutory period for reply to this final action is set to expire THREE MONTHSfrom

the mailing date of this action. In the eventa first replyis filed within TWO MONTHSof the mailing date

of this final action and the advisory action is not mailed until after the end of the THREE-MONTH

shortened statutory period, then the shortened statutory period will expire on the date the advisory

action is mailed, and any extension fee pursuant to 37 CFR 1.136(a) will be calculated from the mailing

date of the advisory action. In no event, however, will the statutory period for reply expire later than

SIX MONTHSfrom the date of this final action.

Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the examiner

should be directed to ASHFORD S HAYLES whose telephone numberis (571)270-5106. The examiner can

normally be reached on M-F 6AM-4PM withFlex.

Examiner interviews are available via telephone, in-person, and video conferencing using a

USPTO supplied web-based collaboration tool. To schedule an interview, applicant is encouraged to use

the USPTO AutomatedInterview Request (AIR) at http://www.uspto.gov/interviewpractice.

If attempts to reach the examinerby telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner’s supervisor,

Fahd Obeid can be reached on 5712703324. The fax phone numberfor the organization wherethis

application or proceeding is assigned is 571-273-8300.

Information regarding the status of an application may be obtained from the Patent Application

Information Retrieval (PAIR) system. Status information for published applications may be obtained

from either Private PAIR or Public PAIR. Status information for unpublished applicationsis available

through Private PAIR only. For more information about the PAIR system, see http://pair-
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direct.uspto.gov. Should you have questions on accessto the Private PAIR system, contact the Electronic

Business Center (EBC) at 866-217-9197(toll-free). If you would like assistance from a USPTO Customer

Service Representative or access to the automated information system,call 800-786-9199 (IN USA OR

CANADA)or 571-272-1000.

/ASHFORD S HAYLES/

Primary Examiner, Art Unit 3687
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| ((storing or saving) near (bill or
|invoice))
 

 (secure adj element) and ((storing or
| saving) near(bill or invoice))

(si11“and“(nfc near (transaction or
| Payment)) and ( (bill or invoice))
 

sitaciS$114 and TSM
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i(smarteard or chipcard or emv) and (
(bill or invoice) near (payment or
\jtransaction))

 

 
pesmi

j (smartcard or chipcard or emv) with (
“(bill or invoice) near (payment or

[ransaction))
 

 ‘(electronic or virtual) near (purse or
“iwallet)
|43

nnnneseeneeeneeeEEEEEEEEEEey!bacunemtaaneenenes

4 "security authentication module" and |
(mobile near (purchase or paymentor
|| transaction))
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((identif$4 or match$4 or locat$4) near|

issuer) same ((match$4 or compar$4) {USPAT;
‘near (device or element) near (ID or|{USOCR;
uidentif$4)) jFPRS;
i3333
i

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 

issuer) same ((match$4 or compar$4)

near (secure adj element) near (ID or
\jidentif$4))
 

 
  identif$4 or match$4 or locat$4) near | i 014/10/03!

issuer) same ((secure adj element) near i 4:18 ;
(1D or identif$4)) i
 
  

 
u
tui 

 
 

 

anneneseneeeneEEREEEEEEEEEeenbcunetaaneenenes

t(mobile-mobile) near (payment or
utransaction)
 
 

 

qq

\
4
;uu
u

  
 
 

 
 

Seeeeeedbane

u(mobile adj mobile) near (paymentor
transaction)
u

 
 

 {1102 {(smartcardorchipcard)and(fundadj||US-PGPU
; i transfer$4)
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Isi33 1  jelement))

 
element)

 

"20010021927"| ("20010011 250"

"20010027441"
"20020004783"
‘'20020068554"
"20030023954"
|'200301 40176"
"20040030601"
120040128259"
"20050001711"
|-20050091659"
"20050149926"
"20050184164"
\|" 20050188360"
120050222961"
i "20060041507"
'|"200601 65060"
\1"20070067325"
"20070135164"
|'20070226786"
"20080073426"
120080162834"
|-20080208681"
‘1 20080270253"
‘200902395 12"
|+20090307142"
"20100012732"
20100050271"
|»20100063893"
20100114731"
"20100138518"
|/-20100208432"
"20100211507"
120100291896"
'+20100306076"
1/'20100306531"

 

 

(sige and.(personalgé ninearar (secure adj

 

 

Ist32 and (persanal$4 near (secure adj lea. #OR ON

(Fund adj transfer) and (personal$6
pear (secure adj element))

"20010039657"
"20020042776"
"20020194138"
"20030074579"
"20040029569"
"20040123152"
"20040140351"
"20050071418"
"20050102679"
"20050184163"
"20050184165"
"20050193218"
"20060036570"
"20060126831"
"20060219774"
"20070090195"
"20070169043"
"20080056501"
"20080130902"
"20080167988"
"20080208762"
"20090158028"
"20090261172"
"20090312011"
"20100042824"
"20100058463"
"20100088237"
"20100131413"
"20100203870"
"20100207742"
"20100250956"
"20100291904"
"20100306107"
"20100323681"

HUSOCR;
|FPRS,
||EPO; JPO

 

 
 

  
 

 

 
 

 
 

  
 

  

   
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

USPAT; /15:55
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20100330958" | "20110016275"|
"20110029671" | "20110072425"|
"20110078081" | "20110087610"|
|'20110113473" | "20110131421"|
"20120009873" | "20120129452"|
('4851653"
6005942"
6141752"
/ng233683"
"6484174"
116633984"

('6792536"
"6907608"
7093122"

(°7159180"
 

"7353396"

"7382762"
"7478389"

1"'7631346"
17712658"
7967215"
"8150767"

).

‘contactless nnearr (Fund adj transfer$4) if

 
"5221838"
"6092201"
"6151657"
"6402028"
"6601761"
"6647260"

PN. OR ("68
"6922835"
"7140549"
"7165727"
"7232078"
"7346170"
"7360691"
"7395535"
"7502946"
"7631810"
"7739731"
"8120460"

"8171137").

contactless near (Fund adj transfer)
jand ((secure adj element))

"5991399"
"6101477"
"6230267"
"6434238"
"6609113"

23520"|
"6963270"
"7152782"
"7191288"
"7243853"
"7349885"
"7374099"
"7469151"
"7607175"
"7708198"
"7860486"
"8126806"

PN. OR

 
 
 

  
  

Jand ((secure adj element))

invoice)
i

contactless near (transaction or

jjpayment)) and (updat$4 or modify$4 or|USPAT;
Hedit$4 or chang$4) near(bill or

 
1

 linvoice)
\

4S132 and (updat$4 or modify$4 or
Hedit$4 or chang$4) near(bill or

 

 icontactlessnnearar(transaction or
| payment) and (fund$1 near

  
  
 

  

 

 
 

  

 
 

 :: ;: ;: ;: ;: ;: ;: ;: ;:‘ :\ :
1S143 #5801S143 45: ;
: ;s 3: ;: ;: :
: ;
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iltransfer$4)

 
 
 

 

  
 

 

umobile adj (contactless near
(transaction or payment)) and (fund$1
unear transfer$4)

  
aenenevenentnetienneteetnnnnetnaenl aneneee weehis we

(contactless near (transaction or

jpayment)) and (virtual near (bill or
jinvoice))

 

 
  
 

 
 

  (contactless near (transaction or
}) and (digital near (bill or

anneneseneeeneEEREEEEEEEEEeenbcunetaaneenenes

(EMV near (transaction or payment))
jand (digital near (bill or invoice))
 

Seeeeeedbane

#(EMV near (transaction or payment))

jand ((digital or electronic or mobile or
 

 
 

 
 

  

 

 

(EMV near (transaction or payment))
| and ((bill or invoice))
 

enn2EEEEEEEE at

(CEM or chipcard or smartcard) near |
{(transaction or payment)) and ((digital
jjor electronic or mobile or wireless) near |
“(bill or invoice)) \
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Is152 64 |\((contactless) near (transaction or US-PGPUB; iOR i 12014/ 10/09
i i ‘payment)) and ((digital or electronic or USPAT; i 6:17 ;
\ i ‘imobile or wireless) near (bill or 4USOCR; ;

‘linvoice)) FPRS;
\ |IEPO; JPO

((cantactless) near (transaction or \

jpayment)) and ((digital or electronic or
|paperless) near (bill or invoice))

 
 
  

 
 
  
 
 

 
 
  

 ii3Mtut
it

 (({mobile or wireless or cellular) adj

u(contactless) near (purchase or

[transaction or payment)) and ((digital
 
 

“(oil or invoice))

|i((mobile or wireless or cellular) adj
\ (contactless) near (purchase or
lItransaction or payment))

 

$157 and ((digital or electronic or

iimobile or wireless) near (bill or
'Hinvoice))
{|

 

 

 
 
 

 

i157 and ((digital or electronic or
[Ppaperless) near (bill or invoice))
 

contactless or NFC or wireless or

proximity) adj (billing or invoic$4)
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u(contactless or NFC or wireless or \
Joroximity) adj (payment or transaction
‘lor purchase) and (electronic adj
(invoic$4 or billing)) atat

at

u
u
3iti
at

$184 and (electronic or digital) near

(biII$4 or invoic$4)

 

18:29

 

11S186and(electronicordigital)near
| (bill$4 or invoic$4)

"cashless same POS
d
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a oeLen

i SIM) same (POS)

(SIM adj card) same (POS)
4 1564

 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 (("20010056398" | "20020097715" | —_[US-
'"20020120537" | "20030060246"| —_[USPAT;

 
3

120070295803" | "20100030634"| #USOCR
"20100161478" | "6598028"| \
"7540408" | "7603312" | 
 

 
 
 

 

card-to-card) near payment

#POS and generat$4 near (electronic or
‘Idigital) near (bill$4 or invoic$4)

  

  u
t
4
;qu
q

 annealflonan annneeesetbins

4S198 and generat$4 near (electronic or
‘idigital) near (bill$4 or invoic$4)  q
t
4
;qu
at
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(bill$4 or invoich4)
qit
\
4
;uu
it

$198 and (contactless or NFC or

uwireless or proximity) adj (payment or
transaction or purchase)

1S198 and ((nfc or contactless or chip)
adj card)

i
3iti
at

#$203 and (electronic or digital) near
(bills or invoic$4)

mobile or m) adj POS) and
4((contactless or smart or chip) adj

card)

u((contactless or smart or chip) adj
icard)
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i 1545 =((paymentor transaction) adj terminal)
; ‘isame ((contactless or smart or chip) adj:

‘icard) \

 
 

qit
\M:

15209 and generat$4 near (electronic or
digital) near (bill$4 or invoic$4)
 

q
t
4
;qu
at

$209 and (electronic or digital) near
“(bill$4 or invoic$4)
4  

  

 
  

 
 
 

  

i((peer-to-peer) adj (payment or HUS-PGPU
itransaction)) and (contactless or NFC or iUSPAT;
uwireless or proximity) adj (card) USOCR;

FPRS;

 
 

aaa wad havea Seeneeeeeennaaaasnnast Aisne: eee
$212 and (electronic or digital) near

H(bill$4 or invoic$4)
i

 
  

  

 
 

  
 peer-to-peer) adj (POS)) and

(contactless or NFC or wireless or
proximity) adj (card)
i3 

 
 ("20070233554" | "20100227553"

"20120092137"| "8229354").PN.  
 

  

  
 

nnnnena!blonesreeennnenennns

u(POS near emulat$4) and (contactless
lor NFC or wireless or proximity) adj
ii(card)
\333
i
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yor NFC or wireless or proximity) adj
(card)

POS same (system-on-chip)

u((touch or tap) adj (payment or
itransaction)) and (contactless or NFC or}
|wireless or proximity) adj (card)

::

u(contactless or NFC or wireless or \
Hproximity) adj (payment or transaction)|
i \

$224 and (electronic or digital) adj
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(contactless or NFC or wireless or
proximity) adj (payment or transaction)
 

 

 ut
itit
ul
i
3  
 
  

  
  

annnelneeeee basannneed beeen

9228 and (electronic or digital) adj
|i(statement)

:

:i3

 
 S230 and (electronic or digital) adj

(bill$4 or invoic$4 or statement)

 aaaaa!ances aaa! heey at

 
 
  jaa (wallet or purse)) 

 POS) near ((digital or electronic or e)ui

jiadj (wallet or purse))
 

   
 
  

uMt
\
4
iuu
at

(merchant) near ((digital or electronic
‘or e) adj (wallet or purse))
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jor proxmity or chip) near (payment or
{purchase or transaction) and
(electronic or e or digital) adj (bill$4 or
|invoic4))

ilor proxmity or chip) near (payment or
[purchase or transaction) same

  

  
(mobile or portable) adj POS and

u((contactless or nfc or proximity) adj
|(adapter))
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 1s247 {2  usrarue; jon OFF 2017/09/25)USPAT; 8:39
USOCR: i
|FPRS;
HIEPO; JPO

 18248 and ((merchant or vendor) near
|(ourse or wallet))

[S248and(merchantorvendor)adj|
(purse or wallet)) \

virtual adj POS

neebee

iS252“and“(contactless0orr proximity oor
| RFID) adj (paymentor transaction)

1$252 and (emv) adj (paymentor

||transaction)
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waa"20100274677"

contactless or proximity or RFID) adj
H(invoic$4 or bill$4)

NFC) adj (invoic$4 or bill$4)

 

YOFF=2017/09/25:
H17:08 i

 

| (customer or client) adj side) and
i((payment or transaction) adj
\iprocess$4)
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~ sn

i(merchant-to-person)

i(person-to-merchant) and (contactless
{jor proximity or RFID) adj (paymentor
transaction)

(person-to-merchant) and (nfc) adj
“(payment or transaction)

(person-to-merchant)and(nfc)
\i33

(contactless or proximity or RFID) adj
(payment or transaction) same (wallet
or purse)
4 

|[2017/09/25)
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{|(invoic$4 or bill$4)

 
  
 

|i272 and (wireless or paperless or nfc )
jadi (invoic$4 or bill$4)
 

 
 (contactless or proximity or RFID or

‘info) adj (payment or transactian) and
(wireless or paperless or nfc ) adj
|(invoios4 or bill$4)

  
 

  

 
 i (contactless 0orTproximityoorrRFID or‘infc) adj (payment or transaction) near“request

  
 

 
 

 
4(person-to-merchant) and ((smart or

[chip or RFID or |C) adj card)
 

 
 

 

|FETTTTaTarrn
i(person- to-merchant) and ((cantactless}
jor smart or chip or RFID or |C) adj

 

 

 
 

18280 and (transmit$4 or send$4) adj
|(oayment or transaction) near request
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person-to-person) same ((contactless

jor smart or chip or RFID or IC) adj
{icard)
i
i
3Mtut
it

18281 and (electronic near (purse or
|wallet))

S281 and mobile adj (transaction or
[payment)

business- to-consumer and mobile adj
|(transaction or payment)

card:“tO:card‘and (nfc or contactless or |
uRFID or proximity or wireless) adj
|‘(transaction or payment)
{|

ium

icard- to-card and (nfc or contactless or
iiRFID or proximity or wireless) near
i (transaction or payment) 
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 19289 and mobile adj (transaction or
payment)

client-side) adj (transaction or

\jpayment)
 —

 

38293 and (mobile adj (payment or
itransaction))
 

aaaaa!ances aaa! heey at

 

 
 

titransaction))
4 

side) adj (transaction or 

  S296 and (nfc adj (payment or
\jtransaction))  

 
u(clased-loop adj (payment or
‘itransaction))
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 48299 and (nfc adj (payment or

 

 

 

 es awefe

$300 and (mobile adj (payment or i 017/10/043
itransaction)) i i
i

 

 
 

 

anneneseneeeneEEREEEEEEEEEeenbcunetaaneenenes

15303 and (mobile adj (payment or
'Itransaction))
 
 

 

qq

\
4
;uu
u

  
 
 

[635 (mobile or vtuahadhwallet or purse) {US-PCPU
inear (payment or transaction)
4
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1S308 {183 S307 and (smart adj card) usrarue; JOR HOFF 2017/10/05:USPAT; 2:57
|USOCR:
|FPRS;
EPO; JPO

  
20140187153

(smartcard)‘and (electronic or digital)
jad) (bill or invoice) '

ii(smartcard) with (electronic or digital)
ips (bill or invoice)

(electronic orrdigital)‘adj (bill«or invoice)|
adj (payment or transaction) '

SSUES EEESRStheeEEEEEEUEEEL LEE EEE EEE EEEEEEEE EE EEEBELLEAnneeores
{RISE

(electronic or digital or virtual) adj (bill |jor invoice) adj (payment or '
itransaction)
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